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FAIR EXTENDED ONE DAY

I

“The Black Cat”

Letters From Former Residents Tell of Fright Red Cross Delegates Delighted With Rockland Record Crowd At Union Hears That It Will
Also Be Held Friday—Yes, Sir, It’s the Big- ,
ful Happenings In Three States
—All Sessions Well Attended
I
gesl and Best-George Wiley Honored

Fairhaven, Mass., Sept. 26 minutes to grab the bridge while
Red Cross officials and delegates Gardiner High School Council.
the mother and children watched
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
to the number of 150 gathered at Junior Red Cross, presented the ad
I he talk of Southern Maine today is the North Knox Fair at
What a disaster we have lived from the house.
mirable aims and achievements of
The water kept coming higher, Community Building yesterday in
through! I never expected to enthat great organization as a means Union where yesterday a record crowd of nearly 20,000 spent a day
yet their mother would not leave
1 counter such a thing in this clime. till she saw the boy finally get a the first regional conference to be toward attaining immediate im
of enjoyment among the best of attractions that the Fair Association
Trees bent to the ground and up hold and crawl to the top of the ( held in this city. All three sessions provement of conditions at home
.e. ...
has ever offered. Tuesday’s storm was an admitted dampener on the
rooted, one after the other. A bridge. Then the boys had to of the conference met with entire through education and first aid and
First daughter to the love of
spirits
of the good sized crowd which had gathered. So much rain
carry
her
to
a
house
across
the
success and adjournment found the toward
good sized maple crashed to the
international
harmony
•* God, ls charity to man
alley on higher ground. They re
fell,
in
fact, that thc chances for Wednesday racing seemed somewhat
side
of
our
house
and
across
the
through
universal
comradeship
and
—Drennan •••
turned to try to move things, but group enthusiastic over Rockland
£
♦
dubious,
hut the undaunted workers of the Union Fair have pushed
service.
•••
... ... ... ... ... g. street a huge elm tore through the had to swim back themselves.
hospitality, the splendid accommo
! roof of a house. The wind howled
Their
father
who
died
last
year
back
the
waters before, and when the avalanche of patrons pushed
"The
Red
Cross.
Your
Agent
for
dations of Community Building and
! and blew salt spray, rain, heavy
boughs, leaves, tar paper, shingles had built their house so it was the efficiency of the conference Sendee to Suffering Humanity,” through the gates yesterday the last vestige of storm had disappeared
OLD AGE PAYMENTS
strong, and as soon as waters reced
and almost everything before it.
ed. it was all right. But on all general chairman. Mrs. William general theme of the conference, and the track showed but slight evidence of heaviness.
I
I
kept
running
from
window
to
was the subject of James L. Fieser,
Have Increased B.v 1100 Over Those
sides of them were families moving
The tremendous crowd which assembled for last night’s pyrotech
window watching trees fall. The
Ellingwood, and her assisting com vice chairman in charge of domesof the Previous Month
out
of
tenement
houses
of
which
’ garage door kept blowing open till
nical display heard with approval the announcement that the fair wITl
II had to carry up neiarly all the the underpinning had washed away. mittees.
last through Friday.
Old age as^stance payments in wood in the cellar to pile against Some women had babies in their
The morning session was pre
arms and all looked so poor it was
it.
At
4
o
’
clock
the
electricity
went.
The story of North Knox Fair, Baldwins; nice fruit shown by WalMaine for August increased 1100
truly pitiful. All along the streets, sided over by Rey. Corwin H. Olds
My telephone was dead. When
viewed
purely from the horticul lace Robbins of Hope. Miller Hobbs
over those for the previous month. Sam came he reported that the families had their belongings out chairman of Knox County Chapter.
to dry.
tural
and
agricultural standpoint, of Hope, and the Erskine farm of
Director Harry E. Henderson of water was up to the apartment
We tried to get to Harbor View Invocation was presented by Rev.
is the story of what has happened Jefferson; apiples and many vege
house near the High School and
the Assistance Division said Tues
but it was barred by militia. There J. Charles MacDonald of the First
on Knox County farms during the tables shown by Wilbert Mank of
trees were blocking most of the
were 300 homeless and where there Baptist Church and Mayor Veazie
day.
,streets.
growing season. You learn there North Waldoboro.
had been a community of 100
We decided to go out and see
Henderson said the average in
greeted the conference in behalf
what crop.= have been failures and
Three Knox County Granges
houses,
only
debris
remained.
We
the high tide—about 50 yards dis
what crops have been a success- competed for honors with this rcdividual payment of $20.73 last tant. The rain had stopped, but heard reports that Eddie Wylodka's of the city. Horace Brown, Red
mother had been swept to sea on
whether the farmer has been able suit; Seven Tree Grange of Union,
month was a “slight increase," the sky was the queerest sight I've top of their house and that one Cross Field Director spoke on
1 ever seen—full of low. scurrying,
to
make a dollar, or whether he is first; Hope Grange, second; Me
necessary because of increased ill
"Home Service, a Chapter Respon
gray, small clouds with bright yel boy had drowned saving her. but
just able to hold the turn, his own gunticook Grange of Camden,
we
learned
later
that
one
of
the
ness and other misfortunes among lowish places showing through. It
sibility.”
fare being abbreviated as well as third; and if anybody doesn't think
boys swam out for her and brought
recipients.
seemed as if one could almost reach
Allen F. Payson, Chief of Cam
her
safely
to
shore.
He
had
sus

that of the purchasing public.
our Patrons of Husbandry are doing
up
and
touch
the
clouds.
The amount expended in federal
tained a badly cut foot in the fracas den Fire Department and chairman
• • • •
fine work tn Knox County just let
The
product
of
the
fields
has
been
and state funds to pay 12.342 per
At the foot of Cottage street the and was in the• •hospital.
of
First
Aid
for
Knox
County
them view the displays now being
notably
small
this
year
—
not
that
• •
sons eligible for assistance in Au crowd was gathered to watch the
Chapter, presented a practical talk
made
by these three winners.
the
grass
did
not
grow,
but
because
gust was approximately $253,000. an sea in all its fury. It was high tide
Many children were swept away
Lake View Farm. Mrs. Eugene
the same rain which caused it to
increase of about $23 000 over July, and angry waves were swirling j there. As they could neither under on “First Aid as a National Piogrow made the harvest more than Calderwood, offers an attractive
about. Water had driven yachts stand nor speak English—many of gram" drawing on his long experi
Henderson said.
ence in varied fields and intensive
50 percent impossible. Hay cut at display of farm produce; Mr.s. Jesse
The Federal Government matches and wreckage all over yards nearby ' them—it is still undetermined how
and flooded the street below, so that i many are missing Next we went study of the subject. An interesting
the normal harvesting season re Calderwood of Union makes a nice
dollar-for-dollar funds paid b)'
cars were standing in it with only I to Sconticut Neck, home of one of adjunct to his talk was a demon
mained
in the fields, drenched with exhibit of farm goods from her
Maine to asssitance recipients.
the tops visible. The dwelling from Sam's quarterbacks on the football
Henderson said the division had the lighthouse was blown into the squad. Again we were barred, as stration of Camden's up-to-the- This is Rev. Corwin H. Olds, ener rain, until it became so blackened Pleasant View Farm; the same
minute first aid truck. Allston
“better than 23.000 applications on harbor and folks were telling of the a cottage wras completely in the
getic chairman of Knox County that it was useless to store it. and praise applies to the Hereford Farm.
Smith,
new submaster of Rockland
road,
but
a
policeman
said
not
a
keeper's wife having been in it.
many a farmer saw many hours' Wilbert Mank. North Waldoboro;
file at present."
Chapter
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ches thing remained standing in the High School read a vitally interest
hard work nullified as he applied Grassy Pond Floral Gardens. Mr.s.
ter Hathaway (Ruth Vinal, former whole summer colony there.
ing paper on “Junior Service—
WANT P.W.A. GRANT
the match. Much grass remained A. O. Start, and Happy Hollow
tic
operations
of
American
Red
We took a side road down to the Youth in Red Cross" which will
ly of Rockland) was in the path of
(vegetables
specialized)
the hurricane, but the family had shore beyond that and there we later be carried in full in these Cross. This was the third appear uncut. Prices in the spring look Farm
Com'r Greenleaf Would Increase been taken out earlier. It was heart saw a down small houses scattered
Union.
like $9 or $10 a ton.
ance
of
Mr.
Fieser
before
Maine
au

rending to see the water racing on a heap’ and swept against the columns.
Mrs Start's preserves attracted
Lobster Propagation Facilities
diences in his 25 years of service,
Up around Union the apple is no
Miss Grace Wilbur of Matinicus,
through the greenhouse and cellar, railroad track. Chairs, bureaus and
universal attention because of the
and
he
came
here
directly
from
ac

longer
King.
An
abnormal
winter
clothes were littered all over the
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis banging the garage doors fiercely field. We went by one house still sometimes called the “Angel of tlie tive supervision of disaster relief in blasted many orchards, and un tri-colored contents.
at each gale. I thought of the
Maine Coast," presented ar. in
It is doubtful if many Maine fairs
sioner Arthur R. Greenleaf said beautiful flower beds now six feet standing and an old woman—Polish.
tensely interesting story of “Red stricken Westerly, Providence and sightly roots fill many an orchard
I
think
—
had
all
her
belongings
scat

this season have carried such a fine
other
cities.
He
brought
a
grim
pic

Tuesday he had made application under water.
where
productive
trees
once
flour

j We went home soon, with the re- tered outdoors to dry. She had a Cross Nursing a la Sunbeam.’ re
lot of squashes as one sees at Union
for a $12,000 P.W.A. grant “to In 1 port that the bridge had gone ring cloth tied around her head, no plete with touching stories en ture of conditions as they were be ished
Raymond
E.
Thurston's
orchard
j
todayfore
relief
operations
started
and
crease the state's facilities for lob ing in our ears. On reaching home teeth, and was a picture of the odd countered in the humanitarian
country. She was shaking red un work of the Seacoast Mission In spoke most enthusiastically of the in Union Ls one of the bright ex-1 And t^le Proudest chap on the
we
found
the
gas
turned
off.
Every
ster propagation."
; hour Sam went down to see if the derwear out the door and as we cidentally the highly energetic co-operation rendered in this as in ceptions. It .wUl yield Ahis year, n°°r te Gerald Kennedy. 9-year-old
The grant, he said, would be add tide had gone down any. Every went by she laughed and shouted
George Kennedy, who disworkers of the Matinicus branch ! previous disasters handled by the probably 200 barrels, mostly Spies 800
ed to the $20,000 provided by legis once in a while a car would go at us in broken English, "I can had an exhibit of handcraft, quilts, Red Cross, by Army. Coast Guard. and McIntosh Reds, although he. P*1®^ the
pumpkin The lad
down the street, so I knew the road shake the flag anyway!" Believe
lative action and would “allow for wes still passable. The wind con me. Sam and I saluted her.
flowers, etc., that was center of Government agencies and civilians. also has Starks and Cortlands. The knows the tricks of the trade, and
a larger rearing plant and much tinued to howl fiercely. If you
On the return trip, we had to go much interest. Walter Davidson,
The afternoon session was pre Erskine farm in Jefferson yielded twic« during the season when is
better equipment."
saw the film "The Hurricane'' you around Acushnet to get into Fair assistant manager of the Eastern sided over by Rev E. O. Kenyon quite well to the McIntosh Red
! wasn't raining too hard-he fed the
He said the grant would assist know what we lived through, for haven. as they were allowing only area, concluded the morning t-lks vice chairman of Knox County
But the day when the apple buy- i Pumpkin with milk Gerald is but
greatly in the building of the rear it was just that, with the sky look one traffic from the stricken area with “Your Agent for Service.”
chapter.
Roll call plans werc ers used to infect that region is j slightly larger than the pumpkin
over the big bridge and the Coging station, expected to be in opera ing so eery that one could expect gesj^ail Street Biridge was con
The noon session was held in the discussed by Mr Davidson and there no longer. There are no apples to j he exhibits.
anything to happen.
tion next spring.
At 3 o'clock the wind was still demned. Crescent Beach, near Mat- Methodist vestry and found 125 per followed discussion picture* ar.d buy. and hardly enough for con-| The department to which the
blowing although it stopped sud tapoisett. was covered with cottages, sons enjoying a delicious meat pie round table talks on public health sumption by the local markets.! above brief references have been
denly soon after that while we were much like Old Orchard, but now dinner with ali the attractive fix nursing and allied subjects.
The harvest this year Is only about J made Ls in charge of Lester Merrill.
still awake. In the morning we all only one brick cottage remained.
superintendent, assisted by Mrs.
ings
the
latter
being
in
keeping
The
beautiful
floral
decorations
half of a normal crop.
Red Cross headquarters were in
rode out to see the wreckage. The
Farmers who thought they would Carl Mitchell, and both have every
first place I looked at was Hatha stalled in the post office building with the occasion even to red of the tower room, east room and
way's which was O. K. The water Baby clothes were desperately need crasses in the salads, red candles Chamber of Commerce of§ce where reduce their corn acreage this year reason to feel proud of the result
had completely receded but left all ed and I was glad that I was able and napery. Mrs. Ivy Chatto served the Matinicus display was held, reckoned without the beneficial which have been achieved.
sorts of debris. The yacht yard to donate some. The American Le as chairman.
Mrs. Mary Wallace and -Mrs’.
were contributed by the Rockland weather which resulted in a crop
Dancing 8.30
nearby was entirely wrecked and gion fed 400 or more every meal
Henry
Ames are ln charge of the
Garden
Club,
to
which
a
vote
of
Presiding
was
George
J.
Cum

of unexpected dimensions, so that
beautiful y^ents were piled up on With the aid of oil stoves here and
buildings, across the road and there in the neighborhood, hot ming, chairman of Disaster Relief appreciation was extended by the j while there were fewer acres laid fancy work department, featured
meals could sometimes be procured. Committee of Knox County Chap conference.
Special praise was j down to corn there was a larger this year by two bedspreads of un
everywhere.
ter who has this area splendidly accorded a special floral red cross 1 crop than normally. The Mon- usual design, and many quilts, be
There are rumors of looting which
Trees were down all along the
! mouth Canning Co. takes care of side the finer brands of needlework.
organized should fire, flood or hur against a white background.
way, bringing with them poles and are disgusting. Some say that dur
|
the output, which is unrestrict The American Legion Auxiliary of
wires. Fort street was blocked by ing the flood people stole clothes ricane strike.
LOTHROP’S FARM
edly
of the white variety—early Union had a nice display of fancy
Rev.
Dr.
John
Smith
Lowe
of
the
and
that
at
Harbor
View,
as
fast
The
Portland
Sunday
Telegram
a house deposited squarely across it.
work; while Mrs. Ernest Moody
Hathaway's machine shop was cov as owners saved things from their Universalist Church, brought an carried a picture of Miss Elsie M [ Crosby.
SUNDAY, OCT. 2
ered with smashed yachts, the houses, someone would make off inspiring word on the theme "Red
While corn liked the prevailing and Mrs. L. Merrifield, both of
One Mile Above Mirror Lake
wrecks of buildings and the old with them. There were even at Cross in a Time Like This" stressing Lane of Rockport who has gone to wet weather, not so much can be Union, have fancy aprons.
Fryeburg to teach. It had this to
railroad station. The High School tempts to take plumbing out of
Rifles Above .2! Calibre
Patrons of North Knox Fair who
Shot Guns
lawn was a mess, with a power houses and the soldiers were given the universality of the organization, say of her: "Miss Elsie M. Lane of said for Its first cousin, the green go away from the grounds without
orders
“
Shoot
to
kill.
”
bean
Factory
beans
fared
better,
its recognition of no creed or color,
No Telescopes or Target Sights
boat reposing on it along with
Sam's boys spent the evening with race or caste in its work of mitigat Rockport has been added to the and found their goal at the factory visiting the exhibition hail have
other remnants of the gale Water
Sponsored by Eastern Division
Fryeburg Academy faculty to teach
missed things well worth seeing
covered the athletic field School us recently and had a delightful ing suffering in disaster and in
Rifle Club
Latin and English. Miss Lane in Brooks operated by Black &
time
by
candlelight.
We
made
cocoa
116-117 was called off and we all went
Rain For a Starter
on an oil stove and Sam bought war. He spoke briefly of the his graduated cum laude from Colby Gay Canners. Inc.
across the bridge (walking).
The weather was too "dampish"
History repeated itself Tuesday,
Five big trees were blown down doughnuts in New Bedford—still tory of Red Cross and of its final College in 1917 and received her B
in ia row near the school. Large sea having picnics even if isn't summer! recognition at the hands of our own S. degree in Education from Bos for potatoes, which did not mature as a heavy downpour spoiled most,
worms covered High School walks In their next game, the boys beat James G. Blaine, who in 1881 ton University in 1931. She has well in size. H. L. Grinnell, secre of the events Just as it did in 1937
in a jellied mass. Tommy defied Dartmouth 14-0.
tary of the North Knox Fair, who on the opening day There was a
I had tried to telegraph to you placed the treaty of recognition in also studied at Brown University,
the “no looting" orders and picked
the hands of Clara Parton. He Rhode Island College of Education, keeps his hand on the crop pulse,
but
Western
Union
and
telephone
up a Mickey Mouse with a bell, on
(Continued on Page Eight)
the school lawn Stores along Main wires were in use only for distress concluded on the serious note that and the University of Maine. Her was of the opinion that the potato
street were ruined, the big windows work. There was no telephone In co-operation and unity of world teaching experience includes 13 crops in North Knox this year
having been smashed and stock available here.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
peoples alone lay the solution of years in secondary schooLs." Miss would be about 75 percent normal.
Reopening
The militia has all roads to strick
washed out or soaked. The bridge
One
busy
farmer
was
Georgs
civilization,
a
process
in
which
Red
Daphne
Winslow
of
Rockland
is
was unbelievable—a yacht rested en areas blocked and no cars from
If I had my life to live again I would
SAT. NITE
also a member of the Fryeburg Gerald of Union who raised 12 have made a rule to read some poetry
at its entrance; militia were allow Boston are allowed into this section. Cross plays a world role.
with
and
listen to some music at least
acres
of
beans
and
six
of
potatoes.
There
is
nothing
much
amiss
now
Carroll Newhouse, member of Academy faculty.
ing one lane of cars through at a
once a week The loss of these t^te.
ERNIE
It was a good year for pumpkins ls a loss of happiness.—Charles Darwlp
time; debris was piled five feet high except lights and a stench from
GEORGE
including everything imaginable— refuse and wet. foliage on the flood
and squashes; vine crops did excep
and his
BACK HOME
the water was covered with it. ed streets. Shrubbery and leaves
tionally well (notably cucumbers);
MUSIC
on
trees
are
killed
and
grass
is
dry
Egypt. Jerusalem. Stamboul.
Foot square beams, huge floats and
oats did well; pears and plums were And Athens of the crystal hill;
power craft had been carried onto and dead as in December, owing to
116-117
Appollo of Olympia.
the wind and salt. Planes are flyalmost a minus quantity.
it by wave and wind.
Tall as a tower and marble-atui.
The steel rails were entirely blown
The
exhibition
hall
requires
no
Well,
it
’
s
fall
now
and
the
season
when
one
Italy shining ln the sun.
(Continued on Page Six)
off.
Half way across, a huge
apologies, for every available inch And Slavia by her dented sea—
needs heavier clothing. Never before have we had
freighter rested against it. with a
These have been mine since last I stood
of space is taken by the fine dis Where now my own comes back to me.
"For Sale" sign nailed to it. Look
For Quick Sale
such a nice line of Fall and Winter Goods. All we
play
of
fruit,
vegetables,
preserved
ing down one could see a smaller
BECOME AN EXPERT
I met the dark kings where they lay
ask is the privilege of showing you.
THE
and fancy articles—to say nothing Mummied and folded close In gold.
fishing craft crushed between the
STENOTYPIST
And listened In their toombs to hear
FOR BOYS—
of some excellent commercial ex The
VANNAH PREMISES I freighter and the bridge,
bragging tales their sculptors told
The Machine Way In Shorthand
ALL
WOOL
ZIPPER
JACKETS
—
navy
or
plaids
S2.75,
S3.50
i The New Bedford Yacht Club
150 Co 250 words a minute
hibits.
36 Glen St., Rockland
I
climbed
the crested Holy City.
ALL
WOOL
ZIPPER
JACKETS
—
with
hoods
$3.50
to
$7.50
was leveled to the ground, leaving EASY
EASY
EASY
Mrs. Lottie Start has an elaborate Where one man. speaking words ot
ALL WOOL MACKINAWS ......................................... -........... $3.50. $5.00
to write
to read
only the flag pole; and the debris to learn
for $1250 cash
Enroll Now For Evening Classes
I display of farm products, flowers Burntflame.
CORDUROY LONG PANTS ............................................................... $2 50
, was piled on the bridge. Two
up the Roman fewer and lef.
Write Box 385, or Tel. 468
Write, rail or phone Friday at
CORDUROY KNICKERS ........... ................................ $1.50. SI 98. $2.98
and canned goods; Mrs. Etta Butler A world emblazoned with his name
i
large,
beautiful
yachts
were
tipped
Rockland
Ballard Business School, Rockland
SCHOOL KNICKERS OR LONG PANTS
S1.98. $2 08
side up on the Marine Park nearby.
I of Union shows dahlias from a gar And Greece, guarding her shattered
Stenotype Registrar Present
115-117
PLAID SHIRTS ....................................................................................... $1.»"
AU Day
111*113
[ The stores on the bridge, including
stones.
den which evidently did well; Mrs. Lifting
BOYS' SUITS—ages 8 to 18—two pants
$10.00, $12.50
white columns to the sky—
the Buick Agency, were ruined by
Eugene Calderwood of Union has a I saw her pledge her Parthenon
SWEATERS—all weights .....................................
S1.00. $1.98. $3.00
water, and I counted three craft
To prove beauty can never die
FOR MEN—
large farm exhibit, supplemented by
larger than Don’s boat resting
from the crowded little lands.
NEW LOCATION
ZIPPER JACKETS ............................................................ $3.50 to $7.50
against these buildings.
mixed flowers and potted plants; a Now
Oun-welghted with their ancient hates,
PLAID JACKETS—with hoods ............................
$5 00 to SC.75
We then went to the Northend
I
come,
hearing a mighty voice
miscellaneous farm exhibit Includes
SAYW ARD’S
MACKINAWS ......................................................................... $7.50 to $9.00
Calling her thunder-roll of states.
to find Henry Fortin whose house
a
mast
creditable
offering
from
the
HUNTING COATS ............................................................. $7.50 to $12.00
is on the water. The family was
AUTO SERVICE
The prairies hear It, and the hills.
South Warren
Rockland City Farm; Mike Arma- The
HUNTING PANTS—all wool ........... .................................................. $5 Oo
busy carrying out rugs and fur
huge lakes, the far-folding sea—
Flye’s Garage
PLAID
SHIRTS
$1.00,
$1.50,
$1.75,
$450
ta's summer squash attract much A radio call out of the aJri.
nishings to dry. The water had
Grange Hall
Enormous. Insolent and free.
221 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
WORK
PANTS
...........................................................................
$1.50.
S1.9H
covered the first floor. His brother
attention, likewise hLs cash offers
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
HEAVY SWEATERS ....................... -.......................... $1.98. $2.98. $5.00
EVERY
who am I to question her
had been on their power boat near
for best 1939 specimens raised from And
STORAGE
We also have a wonderful line of Men's and Boys' UNDER
Where among skyscrapers she waits!
the house when the storm started,
SATURDAY NIGHT
TEL. 585
17 HOUR SERVICE
WEAR—at prices that will please you.
his seed; Albert J. Marston of Jef The nations I have trailed are here—
and he was blown down toward the
Hate dies In them within her gates
117*lt
116*117
ferson shows some good looking
i
—Harriet Mouroe
bridge. He made attempts for 10

GLENCOVE
Every Friday Night

TURKEY SHOOT

OCEAN VIEW

Ballroom

AYER’S

DANCE

By The Roving Reporter

Back again, and all done roving
around for 1938 so far as long trips
are concerned. I had to be content
with two journeys this season, but
one ought to be satisfied after see
ing thc Dionne quintuplets and Dr.
Dafoe in their native lair, and then
tapering off witli a trip down where
the Jersey skeeters bite and cross
ing the Bear Mountain and George
Washington bridges. Visits to eight
States and four Canadian Provinces
have enlarged my total mileage to
near the 20.000 mark, and have
served as an education in them
selves. Wc are all going through
life at a reckless speed, and such
golden opportunities should not be
neglected if it is possible to im
prove them. In my childhood I was
cautioned against counting chick
ens before they're hatched but I am
hoping next year to make several
trips which are somewhat out of
the usual run.
I never peruse the Lewiston Jour
nal without seeing what Editor Ar
thur G. Staples has to say in his
daily essays. ,and I am convinced
that there is no subject, to which
he cannot give a novel and Interest
ing twist. One of his more re
cent subjects was: "Some Pools Who
Have Met Me." Not many editors
would have the courage to employ
that caption, but then, you know,
there was a guy who defied the
lightning.

So my old friend Gus Merrill
has cast his hat into the Portland
political ring as a candidate for city
councillor. Gus has divided his af
fections rather Impartially between
the two parties, so that I do not
know which he now represents, but
I do know that there are not many
men better informed on political af
fairs. and it's my guess that he
could hold down the job.
You don't hear much nowadays
about the "stand up dickey” but
that was the name which they used
to apply in my youthful days to the
stiff collar.

Many of Rockland's oldest citi
zens vividly recall the big ice storm
which occurred in the 80's. The
exact date was Jan. 28. 1886. as re
vealed in a diary kept by the late
Thomas H McLain, principal for
many years of the Rockland Gram
mar School. The diary became
quite famous because of its official
data, and was often consulted in
court cases. 'Tommy" McLain is
still a name to conjure with among
many Rockland citizens who were
so fortunate as to receive their early
instruction from him. He was a
stern disciplinarian, but was always
fair and played no favorites. Un
ruly students who formed a close
acquaintance with his dreaded fer
rule were among the first to "chip"
toward the present which was an
nually given to thc beloved school
master at the annual party at his
home on Mechanic street.
Principal McLain was much in
terested in puzzles and Invariably
solved all of those which appeared
in the Maine Farmers' Almanac,
besides contributing many of the
knotty problems found there. I
think he took a stronger personal
interest when he discovered that I
was contributing to a puzzle de
partment which was being conduct
ed by a boys’ magazine called the
Oolden Days.
A contemporary
magazine of that period was the
Golden Argasy. My! My! what a
kick I got reading the fiction in
those two publications.

All that yesterday lacked of being
Sunday, in Rockland, was the ab
sence of bell ringing in the churches.
One year ago: Dr. E. W. Peaslee
was to open a dental office in Au
gusta—Congressman
Clyde
H.
Smith declared at a testimonial
banquet that he would seek the
Governorship nomination in 1940—
Rockland High lost to Hallowell 37
to 0—Dwight Lord of Camden was
elected president of the Senior
Skulls at University of Maine—De
stroyer Downs was having its trial
on the Rockland course
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Rockland. Sept. 17, James C of the West Appleton Telephone
Wiley and iLunetta D. Smith.
Co.
Misses Alice Stover and Ida
Rockland, Sept. 18, Harry M Stover took charge at the residence
Brown and Louise S Manning.
cf Mrs. George Fowles.
Thomaston. Sept. 15, Forrest
Pearl G. Ingalls, a former post
Crouse and Mrs. Ina Partridge.
master, died at his home in Ra
Searsmont. Sept. 14. Charles E zorville. He was a Civil War Vet
Richards of Searsmont and Clara- eran.
bel Cottrell of Belfast.
Camden was attempting to raise
Rockland. Sept. 21. Pearl M. Tib $25,000 for a new Y.M.C.A. build
betts and Miss Freeda H. Price.
ing.
Rockland. Sept. 13. Pearl A Small
H. W. Fifield & Co., became the
and Julia G. Dyer, both cf Isle au owners of the stock and good will
Haut.
of the Bodwell Granite Dry Goods j
Rockland. Sept. 8. Robert L. Perry Co. Mr. Fifield's assistants Were
and Mabel V. Chaples.
to be Mrs. I. W. Fifield and Miss ,
• • • •
Margaret Lowe.
H. E. Bowman was teaching the
These births were recorded:
Rockport. Sept. 22. to Mr. and fall term of High School at Vinal I
Haven, his assistants being Misses j
Mrs. Erskine York, a daughter.
Waldoboro. Sept — to Mr. and Henrietta Hall and Elizabeth j
Doughty Of Lisbon Falls.
Mrs. Alfred Haskell, twin sons.
Ray W. Harriman was principal I
Deer Isle. Sept. 16. to Mr. and
of Thomaston High School with |
Mrs. Ralph Saunders, a son.
Deer Isle. Sept. 10, to Mr. and Florence M. Hunt and Bertha Wil- j
Mrs. Alfred B Greenlaw, a son— son as assistants.
E. H Burkett was elected presi- '
Albert Eaton.
Stonington. Sept. 7. to Mr. and dent of the Hills family reunion. |
Benjamin Libby of Warren war
Mrs. Louis Costellucci. a son.
Stonington. Sept. 7 .to Mr and elected president when Co. B. 24th I
Mrs James E. Holland, a son—John Maine Regiment held its reunion
in Warren.
Edward.
F D Rowe was principal of War-|
Stonington. Sept. 5, to Mr. and
Mrs Cemetrio Variso. a . on—Ed ren High School with Miss Eva |
Eastman as assistant.
t
ward.
Rockland. Sept 30. to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur J. Post, a son— Ralph
TREMONT
Emery.
Rcckland. Sept. 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
C. Earle Ludwick. a sen—Crosby , Mrs May Richardson of Rockland
was guest Sunday of Mrs. James
Loy.
Rockland. Sept. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Benson.
Ernest Lindsey, twin daughters.
Mrs. Ida Simmons of Rockland
Thomaston. Sept 4 to Mr. and
visited Sunday at Mrs. Clarence
Mrs. David Lewis, a son.
t
Rockland. Eept. 3. to Mr. and. Smith's.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Wallace
Mrs. Lucien K Green, a son.
Rcckland. Aug 22. to Mr. and and sons William and Burnham of
Mrs Fred J. Ward, a son, Dana
Northeast Harbor spent the week
Waldoboro. Aug. 31. to Mr and
end with Mrs. Reta M Wallace.
Mrs. Elmer Mank. a daughter.
Vinal Haven. Sept. 1. to Mr and Mrs. L. B Sprague of McKinleypassed Sunday with Mrs. Wallace.
Mrs W. C. Winslow, a daughter.
Rcckland Sept 6 to Mr and Mrs
Miss Shirley Sweeney of WalJchn M. Flanagan, a son—weight tham Mass., spent the weekend
12' j pounds.
; wlth ller grandparents, Mr. and
Rockport. Sept. 5. to Mr and Mrs ' ,
»
. „
I
Isaac -Upham, a son—Arthur A.
^Irs Jacod Kelley.
Hope. Sept. 6. to Mr. and Mrs
Mr and Mrs. John Richardson.
Loring Athearn. a son.
Mrs. May Richardson and Mrs. Ida
Rockport. Sept. 5. to Mr. and Simmons of Rockland, called SunMrs Walter Bowden, a daughter— i day on Mrs. Leslie Rich.
Barbara
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding
Rockland. Sept. 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Angus W. Beaton, a daughter were visitors Sunday in Bar Har
—Harriet.
bor.
Providence. Sept. 16. to Mr and
Sunday School has re-opened
Mrs. Leroy H. Benner, a daughter. after the summer vacation.
South Thomaston. Sept. 14. io
The Ladies' Aid met at the parish
Mr and Mrs. Albert F. Sleeper, a
house this week for an all day ses
son—Stanton.
Omaha. Neb.. Sept. 19. to Mr. and sion. Members tacked a quilt, after
Mrs. Franklin R. Van Rensselaer, a partaking of an appetizing boiled
son.
dinner.
Rockland. Sept. 14. to Mr. and
M:s Harry P. Bradbury, a son.
Everett, Mass.. Sept. 21, to Mr.
JEFFERSON
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, a son.
Rcckland. Sept. 11, to Mr. and
The date of the harvest home
Mrs. W. O. Dean, a son—Theodore
supper of the Baptist Church has
Miss Jennie Moody was elected been changed to tonight,
president c.1 the Thomaston Bap-' Jefferson Grange will observe
tist Ladies' Circle
3oo6ter's Night Friday. F. Washburn
Adelaide L..
L- widow of
0{ Capt Commissioner of Agriculture, will
Joseph Spear, died at her home in
be the guest speaker. Special judges
Rcckport. aged 70 years.
Abram S Buzzell died at his home have been selected to judge the ex
in Simonton, aged 61 years.
hibits of vegetables and other farm
Miss Leola Ripley left the employ products which will be on display.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

By grace are ye saved through
faith. Eph. 2: 8.

Disaster Fund

i 25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1913

Red Cross Donations Now
and Etta Foss, both of Franklin
At $256—The Quota Is The track record was broken at. er Thomaston.
Aug . 28. John R.
Union Fair by lady Wilkes in the
Adams of Rockland and Pearl J.
Increased
2.15 races. The time was 2.17V. On

Beverage of Thomaston.
St. George. Aug 27. Sumner A
Haley of Barrington. N. H . and
Miss Rena H Wiley of St Oeorge.
Woburn. Mass., Sept. 18. Alonza
M. Newbert of Boston and Miss
Jessie E Keating of Woburn. Mass.
YX"“‘‘ oS'

With the total of the disaster the Prcvlou# day lammany Girl
fund so far reported $256 Knox had lowered the record.
Frances Louraine and Sam Cohen
County Chapter, American Red returned from Quincey, Mass..
Cross, feels confident that she will where they had been with the batmake her usual splendid showing tleship Rivadavia of the Argentine
in such emergencies. The original Navy,
M« Bxu.ah s. Oxton .,s oteetot,
quota was set at $375, but increasing
demands for assis ance have made
Joseph c Ingraham
the Edith W. Robbins cf Rockland
Thomaston. Sept. 19. Thcmas'H j
it necessary to ask more than th? estate of th? late Julia Ann IngraRobson cf New York and Miss Leila
original amount, though no definite ham.
Spear of Warren.
j
figure has been named.
I A. C. McLoon was enlarging his
Bangor. Sept. 24. Albert K. Gard- i
Funds may be sent to the Red i residen?e_on Grove street
ner and Miss Zelma F. Oak of Ban
U. S Senator Obadiah Gardner
Cross branch offices in the various
gor.
was appointed a member of the
Rockland. Sept. 24. Lamont A
towns, may be sent to Rockland International Joint Commission at
Red Cross headquarters or to The a salary of $7500 with traveling Wellman and Mrs. Mabel Clark
Rockland. Sept. 24. Allan V. Saw
Courier-Gazette and will be duly expenses
yer and Rosalind E Snowdeal
C.
E.
Bicknell
&
Son
were
build

credited in these columns.
Rockland. Sept. 24. Maynard F
ing a house at Rockland Highlands Waldron and Bernice C. Butler.
Contributions:
i
Rcckland. Sept 24. Warren C. |
Previously reported ............... $149 03 for Laforest Maker.
C. Maynard Havener was ap- Noves of Vinal Haven and Miss
Dr. and Mrs. William EllingPointed assistant Janitor at the j Leofa M." Flint of Rockland.
I
wood ..................................... 2500 Post Office.
j
Rockland. Sept. 23. Aaron KoritMcDougall-Ladd Co................ 5.00 Pleasant Valley Grange Circle j ^y 0( Cuba and Miss Etta KoritW. F. Brawn .......................... 1.00 was reorganized with Mrs. John zky of Bos'on
Washington. D. C . Sept. 12. Mar
Georgia Harkness ................. 2.00 Tillson as president.
A Prixxnrt
inn The Alderbush League at Oak- tin J Lynch and Helen C. Jackson
A rnena ................................. ? ™ land Park was still thriving. James formerly of Rockland.
F D. Alden ............................ 5 00 p Carver, suffering from tender
Berwyn. 111.. Sept. 24. Clarence F
Mr. and Mrs J. F. Rich........ 4.33 ribs, was umpiring.
Hall of Rockland and Miss Bertha
A Friend ................................. 1.00
Frank P. Packard opened a gro- J. Malmros of Berwyn.
Stonington. Sept. 8. Stephen T.
A Friend ................................. 5.00 | eery store at Bay View square.
F S. Philbrick of West Rockport Heath of Philadelphia and Ethel F
Josephine Thorndike ...........
1.00
bought the Daniel George residence Cousins of Stonington
5.00
Mr. and Mrs E. B. Crockett
Thomaston. Aug. 31. George Bur
on Camden street.
A C. Ramsdell ...................... 10 00 civil War veterans to the num- kett and Margaret Creamer.
Thomaston, Sept 3 Fred J. OverAnonymous. Union ............. 5 00 ber of 110 attended the annual reAncnymous. Union ............... 5.00 union of the Fourth Maine regi- lock and Mary F Wilson.
Rockland. Sept. 3. Howard O.
5.03 ment and allied organizations ln
Anonymous. Union
Philbrook of Boston and Elizabeth
this
city.
These
officers
were
elec

Union Branch .................
25.00
ted: President. Fred D Aldus. Cam- J. Fuller of Rockland.
Rcckland. Sept. 3. Herbert H
den; vice presidents, George E.
$266.03 jj xmes. Camden: W O. Steele. Wentworth of Rockland and Ada M
Rockland, and Frank E. Aylward. Perrin cf Cliftondale. Mass.
Swampscctt. Mass. Sept. 2 Ches
Rockland: secretary and treasurer.
ter Brown and Margaret Shorey.
John W. Titus. Rockland.
Waldoboro. Aug. 30. Alden GrotThe Argentine battleship Riva ton of Waldoboro and Ada Stevens
davia. largest war craft in the world. <
Will Be One of Courses At attained a speed of 22 48 knots an ' of Lewiston.
Rcckland. Sept. 6. Lieut Kenneth
on the Rockland course. She P. Lord and Helen E Cooper.
Banquet of National Fish i hour
registered 30.000 tons, and carried I Rockland. Sept. 10. Charles H
a wash crew of 900 men.
eries Convention
Morey and Miss Susie B. Sherer.
-------Benjamin W. Abbott. 61 died at
Thomaston. Sept. 9. Charles S.
To be served as a course at the his home on Thomaston street,
Singer and E. Marie Brown
main banquet of the national fish“The Prisoner of Zenda' was
Camden Sept. 2. Hartley Nash of
eries convention in Boston, next Presented in Farwell Opera House Camden and Marion B. Moody of
, „ ,
.
as a motion picture with James Hope.
week. Marne shrimp will receive R HaskeU starring
Appleton. Sept. 10. Fred Brown
widespread attention, in the opinEphraim P. Colson went to West- and Miss Minnie Brown;
ion of Sea and Shore Fisheries Com- erly. R I., as principal of a gramRockland. Sept. 10. Jay W. Oliver
missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf. He mar school.
and Mary Bryant.
Otis Lewis went to .New York to
Rockland. Sept. 15. Sylvirus B
said that the committee had ac
join the orchestra of Loew s Lin Simpson and Julia B Dow. both of
cepted the shrimp, which will be
coln Square Theatre
Stonington.
provided by Maine dealers. More
The Lindsey House was to be re
Ash Point. Sept. 13. Ivan C. Mer
than 2000 retailers and dealers from opened under the management of riman and Mrs Annie R Brown,
all sections of the country are ex Thomas U. Dunning, formerly both of Owl's Head
Rockport. Sept. 11. Ambrose A.
assistant manager of the Mountain
pected to attend.
Peterson and Nellie H Magune.
Greenleaf urged Maine fishermen Vi*5
Camden
The bottling plant and storehouse both of Rockland.
and dealers to make every effort to of the Maine Jobbing Co. was
attend the convention. He pre partly destroyed by fire.
dicted that it would be the biggest
George I. Whellen former police
affair of its kind ever held and officer, died at his home on Ocean
that the entire industry would re- street
the oldest
ceive much advertising and benefit . Florence
. ,
., Donohue,
. , ..
,
Irish resident of the citv died at
from it. “As one of the nation's his home on Park street aged 93
largest fishing centers Maine should years,
be well represented,” he said.
Prof. Alfred De Lafayette FouGreenleaf stated that he would dray, who conducted the first moattend and he will take an active tion picture theatre in Rockland
and Cam ten died in Hudson. Mass.. I
part in the program. Many im of apoplecy, aged 46 years.
portant matters concerning the in
E. Carl Moran made his final
dustry will be discussed and Green trip as conductor on the Crescent
leaf believes it a good opportunity Beach line.
Fred W Wight was engaged in his ,
for Maine fisherman to bring their
excellent wares" to the attention >u;titud- °f du“es „as. treasurer
and steward of the Marne Insane
of an influential and imposing au Hospital.
dience.
The 14th child was born to Mr.
The convention dates are Oct and Mrs. John Flanagan—a son
4, 5. 6, and 7. On Saturday the weighing 12’a pounds
delegates will be taken on a beam
the Third District special elec,
,
, ,
.
ticn Jchn A. Peters Republican re
trawler trip and then to Glouces,5 106 votes william R Pat.
ter to watch the Gertrude Thebaud tangall. Democrat had 14.553 and
and Bluenose race for the fisher- Edward M. Lawrence. Progressive.
man's championship. — By Dick later a resident of Rockland, re
Reed of Maine Development Com ceived 6487 votes.
The Camden-built six-masted
mission
schooner George W. Wells was j
wrecked in a gale which swept the '
Virginia coast, becoming a total loss. |
The Rockland stoneyard was I
given employment to 150 persons.
Charles W. Snow went to the
This Article Will Answer University of Idaho to take up his
Some Questions You Ask work in the English department.
Eva i Arey) wife of ex-Mayor Ed- I
About Sudetens
waid A. Butler died at her home’
The top floor of the hall has been on Beech street, aged 69.
Rev. W. J. Day preached his fare
washed and painted by a large crew well sermon as pastor of the First
of the members. Fine suppers were Baptist Church, choosing for his
served by the Auxiliary to the text: “Having no more place in
these parts."
workers.
More than 7000 persons attended
1938 * 0 IhT.
The new rest room was installed
the Labor Day celebration at Oak
by Comrades Newhall and Curtis land Park, exceeding by 3000 the
and is a great improvement.
largest attendance ever known
Memberships are coming in fast. itiere previously.
Ralph ,B. Loring bought half cf
Get in line, Comrades, the Legion
: the Cora J. Loring tenement on
needs you.
i Myrtle street.
Chairman Donald L. Kelsey of the
Fire caused $4C0 damage in the
entertainment committee is plan Richards & Perry Bros. Market on
ning a big meeting early in October | Sea street.
when
Department
Commander i Frank Keizer was nominated for
a third term as railroad commis
Lowe of Portland will be a guest.
sioner.
Chairman Milton M. Griffin of
Distinguished visitors in Rock
the disaster and relief committee is land included Thomas A. Edison
You can tell fioni their expression how much the Seven Dwarfs like
planning a muster of this group and William C. Redfield. Secretary
NISSEN’S NEW SNOW WHITE BREAD. One bit of it makes even
of
Commerce
in
President
Wilson's
which consists of about 250 men
“Grumpy" lock pleasant. You'll like it, too.
cabinet.
and women. Tlie committee has
A. O. Bowler attended the Maine
The trason is the NEW PROCESS by which Nissen combines the very
been in existence for about three Mission for the Deaf in Bath.
best of extra fine ingredients and scientific baking skill to make a new
Christopher Roberts passed the
years and can be put in active duty
leaf cf bicad that is mare flaverful, mere wholesome and that stays
Maine Bar examination.
in two hours.
Family reunions resulted in the
fresh longer.
The Legion call on the diaphone election of these presidents: Shibles.
is 12.
Dcn't wait! Get a loaf of NISSEN'S SNOW WHITE BREAD from your
Stanley Shibles; Norwood. LysanNext meeting Thursday night air! der Norwood; Calderwood. B. C.
INDEPENDENT GROCER today and taste thr difference. Oven fresh
all past commanders are urged io Calderwood; Maxey. Williiam H.
daily.
Maxey; Oxton, E. C. Oxton; Thorn
attend.
Ask for NISSEN’S SNOW WHITE
dike, Chester L. Pascal.
• • • •
The marriages for this period
JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.
were:
MAINE
PORT LAND
Rockland. Aug. 27, Woodbury L.
Richards and Ethel M. Simmons.
Nissen's extra big and delicious master loaf—BLUE RIBBON BREAD—
Waldoboro. Aug. 18. Herbert Stahl
The Freshest Thing in Town—on sale by your Independent Grocer.
and Isadore Jackson.

Serve Maine Shrimp

NISSEN’S
NEW

BREAD

Bone 0( Contention

atxi the S«uen Dwarfs

BETTER FLAVOR-MORE WHOLESOME

Rcckland, Aug. 26, Ellis E. Spring-

Every-Other-Pay

462 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
PRICES EFFECTIVE AT THESE STORES THROUGH OCT. 1st

DOWN-DOWN-DOWN
CO FOOD BILLS

AS WOMEN DISCOVER

A&P'S GRAND VALUES!---

-fi&P Qualify

VYI&oIa

SUNNYFIELD-WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

HAMS

LB

27
29
25

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN, CUBE, N. Y. SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND

LB

FOWL

LB

SHOULDERS
BACON

IB

STRIP OR PIECE

FRANKFORTS

REGULAR

SMOKED

Joodfr

25c
SMELTS

19c

L6

18

LB

2 lbs 25c

FRESH

SMOKED FILLETS

SAUSAGE

SUNNYFIELD

LB

LB

CRABMEAT
2
PINEAPPLE Ju-lc4„
APPLE SAUCE... 4
CAMPBELL'S soup 4
RED SALMON

NO. J4
CANS

46 OZ
CAN

NO. 2
CANS

CANS

TALL
CAN

SULTANA

2

CLAPP S
SALADA

pkg of 8 9<-pkfl of 17

17c

CANS

25c

OF35

33c

2

25c

FRENCH S BIRD SEED

,13c

MY-T-FINE DESSERTS

5c

MUSTARD

PRUDENCE

SSKffi

cobT

HASH

ANN PACE BEANS
KETCHUP

ANN PACE

15c

29c

can

45
25
25
25
19

19c
5c

2 ’bots2 25c
SUNNYFIELD

FAMILY FLOUR
PURE LARD
SUCAR
10
DI
DwITTED
I I EH CREAMERY A
HOME STYLE BREAD Z
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE 3

24}/2 LB BAG

BULK OR PACKAGE

(SILVE«B«OOK »ZBc|

LBS

LBS

59
10
46
55
15
39

20 OZ
LVS.

POUND
BAG

------------ JaujUa and l2£j^dablsA

TOKAY CRAPES
ICEBERG LETTUCE
BANANAS
5
ORANGES
jL
CELERY
2
CALIFORNIA 176's

5
5
25
59
19
LB

HEAD

LBS

DOZ

Elmer R. Decrow of Belfast is
clerking at Moor's drug store. He [
was formerly employed at Camden ■

Comrades of the Way will resume
their meetings next Sunday ln the
vestry of the Congregational Church
at 6.33 p. m.

“’’’SEPTEMBER"'58
SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI

SAT

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1112 13 14 15 16 17
1819 20 21 22 23 24
23 26 27 28 29 30

The Saturday college games hl
this State are New Hampshire vs
Bates at Lewiston and Massachu
setts Aggies vs. Bowdoin at Bruns
wick. Colby goes to Medford to
play Tufts.

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE”

THEIR

Sept. 30 —Waldoboro— Father and
Daughter concert at Clark's hall.
Oct 1—Warren—Special town meet
ing.
Oct. 1—Cumberland County Pomona
meets with White Oak Orange, Nonth
Warren
Oct. 3—Warren—Women's Missionary
Conference of the Lincoln Baptist As
sociation at the Baptist Church.
Oct. J—Lady Knox Chapter. DAR .
meets with Miss Marlon Weidman,
Rockport.
Oct 5—South Warren— Fair at Good
will Grange.
•
Oct 7—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Volley Orange.
Oct. 11—Fire dopartment ball at Com
munity Building
Oct 11—Knox County Teacher con
vention ln Rockland.
Oct. 12 Quarterly meeting of Lin
coln Baptist Association ln Liberty.
C:t 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 14—Olen Cove—Penobscot View
Grange fair.
Oct 19—Union—Seven Tree Orange
fair
Oct 20—Baptist Men's League holds
Its first meeting of the season.
Oct 31—Hallowe'en
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMCA. Min
strels at Opera House.
Sept 30 —(3 to 8 30)— Educational
Club picnic at residence of Franz M
Simmons, 98 Pleasant street.

The Rotarians will have an all
request program tomorrow.

Motor cars from distant States
are still with us. A Colorado trail
er was seen yesterday.

William Boyd and his famous side
kick Windy will appear on the
Park Theatre screen Friday-Satur
day in a rousing Western "In Old
Mexico.”
Mrs. Lucy E. Holbrook of 137
Union street has a birthday Sunday
and it would please her very much
to receive cards and letters, as she
has been a shut-in for 10 years.
The Relief Corps will serve an
old fashioned New England boded
dinner at G A.R. hall Oct. C from
11 to 1 o'clock. Mrs. Lizzie Smith
will be chairman. NufT sed.

Repairs are being made at the
South Marine Railways. The un
der sea portion of the work is being
done by Rolland Bernier of Bidde
ford, whose work in connection with
raising the barge at Searsport was
recently described in this paper.
The annual meeting of Com
munity Building Inc., called for yes
terday. met and voted postpone
ment to Oct. 5 at 4 p. m. in the
tower room. Union Fair claimed
many directors yesterday and post
ponement was foreplanned to in
sure full attendance.

Signal honor has come to a Ma
tinicus boy. former member of the
Rockland High School faculty and
new Principal of Westbrook High
School, Miltcn A. Philbrook. He
has been selected to represent
Maine in the National discussion
group meeting Oct. 3-4 in Chicago.
Mr. Philbrook is president of the
Maine Principals' Association and
the Chicago conference, including
one man from each state, concerns
Itself with the problems of secon
dary school education.
A new bakery under the name
of “Main s Bakery" will be opened
shortly at 262 Main St. It will be
under the management of W. A.
Main. The cooking is to be done
by Mrs. Teel, former pastry cook at
Rockland <fe Thorndike Hotels.
Pastries of all kinds will be sold.
Telephone orders will be accomo
dated and deliveries made in Rock
land.—adv?
It

Blake B. Annis, D. C.
79 PARK ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
Complete CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH SERVICE

••

•J .

Cottage prayer meetings conduct
ed by the First Baptist Church are
to be held in the following homes
Friday night at 730' Deacon and
Mrs. Maurice Snow. 40 Mechanic
street; Mrs. Frances Ryder, 36 Ma
sonic street; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Crie, .16 Summer street; Mr. and
Mrs. George Brewster, 43 Rankin I
street, and Mrs. Willis N. Hooper.
118 Camden street.
,

Phone 1163

116-117Ttf

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

JPage Jhree
Arrivals at Feyler's: From East- I ery is a strong inducement to go I file with theUnited States
Civil
port, 6300 pounds sea herring; from 1 into the country, but the Daughters Service Commission atWashingPenobscct Bay two small boats, 1030 will offer another, a bountiful din- ton. D. C., not later than Oct. 3
! haddock, and 43C0 hake; from nerand a Jolly good time.
i
Georges, Madeline and Flora, 500 j
_____
GLEN COVE
gallons of scallops; Helen Mae,
Leroy D. Perry, secretary of the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E Gregory ar
10.000 sole, haddock, red fish, and
Civcll Service Commission an- in Portland for a few days,
hake.
nounces that applications are now
Herbert Benner is a; Knox Hcsbeing accepted for Senior Stenogra- pital for treatment.
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tentpher, $1,620 a year Junior StenogStanley Gregory has empioyme a:
will motor to the home of Mrs. ’ rapher, $1,440 a year; Senior Typist, in Warren.
Irene Winslow. Sunset Farm. Mont- $1,440 a year; Junior Typist, $1,260
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, son Do ville to spend the day Oct. 4. In-1 a year. For appointment in Wash- aid and daughter Lots were call":
vltation is extended by Sisters Follet ington. D. C„ only. See local Secre- Monday at Mrs. Sarah Lufkin's en •
and Winslow to partake of their j tary. P. O. Building. Rockland, route to their home ln Pennsylhospitality. At this time the seen-1 Maine. Applications must be on 1 vania.

Fair Boost for Fair

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO lot)

Matinees Every Day at 2.30
Evenings at 7 and 9
THURSDAY, SEPT. 29
BILLY HALOP. HUNTZ HALL,

GABRIEL DELL, LEO GORCEY

and BERNARD PCNSLEY
The "Dead End" Kids

in

‘LITTLE TOUGH GUY’
FRIDAY ONLY, SEPT. 30
LAUREL AND IIARDY

ln

“BLOCKHEADS”
with Patsy Kelley,
Billy Gilbeit, Patricia Ellis
A $250,000 Quiz Contest Picture

SATURDAY ONLY, OUT. 1
MARTHA RAYE

BETTY GRABLE
in

KfeLOW COST

BOB HOPE

“GIVE ME A SAILOR”

E. L. Cox and Silas Pomeroy,
• A $250,000 Quiz Contes'. Picture
who have been spending several
SUN.-MON., OUT. 2-3
weeks in Rockland and vicinity, left
yesterday on their return trip to EDGAR BERGEN
CHARLIE Met ARTIIY
Oregon. They go by way of New
ADOLPH MENJOU
York. Baltimore and Washington,
‘
ANDREA LEEDS
and will visit Mr. Pomeroy’s former
in
home in Wichita. Kansas. The en
tire journey will occupy about a
“LETTER OF
month. Mr. Pomeroy was a bit In
INTRODUCTION”
disposed as he "took off ' for the
Also Historical Mystery
West Coast, but expects to soon
"King Without a Crown"
round into form, when he gets back
onto his 140-acre run. Messrs. Cox
and Pomeroy made a number of
Federni Food will be distributed 1
Federal Food will be distributed
trips up river and along the coast
tomorrow at the city store
during their stay in the East, and
were entertained on numerous in
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
teresting occasions. Mr Cox met
meet this afternoon at 2 o’clock,
many old friends and made lots of
for a tacking Picnic supper will
new ones.
be followed by beano.

KRISPIE
CRACKERS
Patsy Sheldon, ardent booster for the 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition, added this extra license plate to her car, inviting

worid t() vjsit

Winslow-Hodgkins — At Conway. N
H Sopt. 19. by Eugene Hill. J. P . Cecil
P. Winslow of South Portland, and
Faye C. Hodgkins of Rockland.

Bay next year.

DIED
Rugerl—At Stoneham. Mass., Sept 26.
Nathaniel M. Rugerl. formerly of Rock
port. aged 69 years.
Upham—At Camden. Kept 28, Ed
ward P. Upham, aged 78 Funeral Sun
day at 2 o’clock at Clarence Upham
residence.
Pressev—At Camden. Sept 27, Mrs
Livonia Pressey. Funeral Thursday at
2 o'clock from Good funeral home
WlUiams—At Rockland. Sept. 27. Lu
cinda A Williams, aged 81 years. 4
months. 22 days. Services at the Rus
sell Funeral Home Friday at 2 p. m.
Interment ln Ash Point.

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deepest ap
preciation to friends who assisted ln
the funeral services of Irvin A. Delano,
and for Russell Davis and hts assistants
work. And also Mrs. Luce his nurse who
was so kind 'to him during his sickness
We also thank those for the beautiful
flowers.
His Relatives

They look good in thr window
but they'll look twice as good in

$4.00

SANDWICH
TOASTER

Located At Wildwood

Ballard Park, Rockport

Mrs. James Tolman
ROCKVILLE. ME.

97*99

CUT FROM HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
PORTERHOUSE
SIRLOIN
CUBE
N. Y. SIRLOIN

STEAKS
SAUSAGE,

ROUND

29c

IB.

lb 21c

lb 25c I ALIVE LOBSTERS,

OCR OWN MAKE

BOILED IE DESIRED

lb 15c
lb 23c

PURE LARD,
2 lbs 21c
Swift’s Silver Leaf Brand

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
RIB ROAST, boneless,
lb 29c

SUGAR,
10 lb bag 46c
STEWING OYSTERS,
pt 27c

PIG LIVER,
BONELESS POT ROAST,

Fully guaranteed by
the Puritan (linker
Parked by the Pillsbury
Milling Company

QUAKER BRAND
OLD MILL BRAND

bag 73c
bag 59t

FLOUR
SODA CRACKERS

2 LB.

15/

BOX

SPECIAL RADIO SALE
MARJORIE MILLS HOUR

SUGAR,

LISTEN MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS,
THURSDAYS AND FRIDAYS
1.30 to 2.00 P. M.
STATIONS WLBZ—WCSH

BAKER’S COCOA,
two 1-lb tins
CREAM TARTAR, SODA, lb of each
GRAHAM FLOUR,
two 5-lb bags
SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR,
pkg
MOTHER’S OATS with china, Ige pkg
DOLE’S PINEAPPLE SPEARS.... 2 tins
SALT,
seven 1 */2-lb pkgs
RIVER RICE,
three 1-lb pkgs
THE NEW SOAP1NE,
2 lge pkgs
Borden’s CHOC. MALTED MILK, lb tin
QUAKER BUCKEYE OATS, 5 lb bag

Good Luck Desserts 2 pkg 17c
Piest-0 Cake Flour, pkg 25c
Brer Rabbit Molasses lg tn 25c
Tetley Tea,
*/2 lb pkg 29c
Welch Grape Juice, pt bot 21c
*
3 PINT BOTS

FRESH

CUCUMBER PICKLES, 25c

10 pounds 46c

SPECIAL WEEKEND FEATURE by LUTZ & SCHRAMM

8 oz jar

PURE PRESERVES

Sweet Orange Marmalade. Blackberry. Grape, Peach, Strawberry, Red Kaspbf rry

Asparagus,

square tin 29c

Kate Smith Cake Set,
Date and Nut Bread,
Grape Preserves,
None Such Mince Mea t»
Arrow Borax Soap,

pkg
2 tins
2 lb jar
pkg
12 bars

PRUDENCE

Corned Beef Hash,

10c

two 1-lb tins 25c

Shredded Cocoanut,
lb
A. K. O. Crabmeat,
tin
Colgate Dental Cream, Ige tube
Maine Pack Peas,
2 tins
Spinach,
2 ige tins

BEEF LOAF
LAMB STEW

HEINZ BEANS
FRIEND’S

25c
25c
25c
12c
25c

25c
35c
43c
23c
23c
35c
25c
19c
35c
25c
19c

TIN

u oz

With
Pork

19/
15/

TINS

LGE. TIN
OF EACH

BROWN BREAD
BAKED BEANS

25c
19c
19c
25c
25c

25/

Kills All Odors

Alkaline Tablets,

SANOVAN

Red Cap Window Wash,

tin 10c

Tapioca—rapid cooking,

3 pkgs 23c

35c

Tin with Sprayer

30 tablets 39c

SPECIAL AT

BORDEN'S &wER Evap.Milk4<Axs23/

$3.25

side.

The chai in of these suits is what
they dc for you and <ir course it
takes you in. peison to do that.

BIRDSEYE FOODS ARE BETTER
BIRDS EYE
Try Birdseye Delicious Peas, they are packed
Tooo^ fresh from the vines; enough for four serv
FROSTED
ings in a package.

We'd like nothing better than to
take any <uit out of thc window
but we’ve so many new fall suits

ANGEL CAKES &$£

inside that it won't be necessary.

Since we tan’t come out . . .

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our Rockland and
St George friends, also Huntley-Hill
Auxiliary, for the beautiful floral trib
utes and the loan of cars, ln our re
cent bereavement.
•
E M Malr and family
CARD OF APPRECIATION
I wish to express my sincere appre
ciation to all of my old friends who
have entertained my friend and me,
and made our stay ln Rockland so
pleasant: and as I depart to my West
ern home, I take with me many happy
memories of my visit ln Maine.
•
Edwin L. Cox

way into a Gregory
suit.

“GIFT COTTAGE”

Our Meats Are Kept By the New Rentschlerized Process

Exposition 0„ Treasure Island in San Eraneisco

walk you’re half

Supper at American Legion hall
Saturday. 5 to 7/—adv.

1
A V

POUND PACKAGE

Outside on the side

MARRIED

You can fit the extra luxuries of high living
into your budget when you shop at the PERRY
MARKETS. You can serve the choicest cuts
of tender, juicy meats . . . crisp, garden-fresh
vegetables . . . the finest groceries, for our low
prices keep good quality within your budget.

SUNSHINE

Colored pictures and a colorful
George Gow. Jr., one of the corntalk gave zest to the appearance of , pliers of the [Rockland City DirecArchie Grover, deputy commission j tory now stationed in Auburn, was
of Inland Fisheries and Game be- a visitor in the city Tuesday: also
fore the Rockland Kiwanis Club one of those driven out of the
"There seems to be a sort of epi
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday Monday night, His talk was very Union fair grounds by the storm.
demic of changing the contours of
afternoon with Mrs. Hope Brew
The genial baseball fan can see
houses in Rockland,” writes K. S. F. ster. Rankin street. Programs for informative.
only the Yankees in the approach
“First that comes to notice in this
the ensuing year will be presented,
Four of Rockland's churches arc ing World Series, but—.
line was the Lloyd N. Lawrence and important business is to be
to observe next Sunday as Rally
work on his Beech street residence
acted upon.
Day in the Sunday schools. Thesi
Coach Matheson doesn't have the
where this house has been shorn
churches are the Littlefield Me appearance of a man who is worry
of its piazza. Mr. Lawrence has
The Public Landing racing sea morial Baptist Church. Pratt Me
made two apartments very complete son is over, and the various skip morial Methodist Church, Univer ing. yet he knows all about the
and beautiful with outside stair pers and commodores are living !t salist Church and the Congrega prowess of Winslow High School
way for the second story. Next over again around the stove fires. tional Church. In each the fall and in athletics, and knows that his
and black warriors must
comes the Ernest C. Davis residence The boats are being hauled Into winter season will get under way in I crange
f8M Wlnslow Hjgh Qn (he
of Broadway where a wide swr.th winter quarters.
fully organized form and reports at Communlty Park Saturday aftwas taken, and again all piazzas
from each church indicate enthusl- j (rn(x)n The grapevjne circ^t in.
disappear. Again we see on Talbot
Richard Marsh sang tenor in the asm for a, very active season. Other k. him that Wins]ow Hjgh hg_
avenue that Sumner Perry has Universalist Quartet Sunday, taking churches in the city are also func- I a heavy but somewhat
caught the germ and has re the place of Chester O. Wyllie, re- ticning very actively and the indl-1<>nced hne wjth an awragp wpigbt
modelled his veranda to a charming cently resigned. Mrs H O Heistad catiOns seem to point toward a sea- of m unds flnd (hat (be bafk_
size to let in more of the sun's rays. of_ ____
_________
Rockport
substituted for Mrs. £on wlth all church activities oper- fieW js Hght but fa4 Thp (ea,n
On Grace street the same idea has 1 John Smith Lowe as contralto.
ating enthusiastically somewhat
Wilson M
7 in jts first
been carried out at the newly '
_____
earlier than usual.
pame Qf the
jt may bp
bought residence of Dante Gatti j Miss Lucinda Young and Miss
Josef
Hofmann"the
pianist,
has
much
expect
three
slraight wlns
leaving windows free on either side Mildred Chandler of the Knox
for light and sunshine—this resi- Hospital nursing staff are on vaca- resigned as Director of the Curtis for Roc kIand Hi8h but the boys
dence has been greatly improved ' tion. and although they were located institute of Music in Philadelphia.,are going t0 make a 8°shawful atabout the grounds. Neighbors and in the center of hurricane violence according to an announcement by ' tempt.
friends were regretful at loss of the —Providence—word has been re- i Richard Copley in New York Tues
Bccster Night will be observed at
ceived of their safety.
beautiful ivy.”
day. Mr. Hofmann's withdrawal
from the post he has held for 12 Pleasant Valley Grange Friday
The Rockland Townsend Club No. years was due, he said to the work night at 8 o'clock. The juveniles
Doing your hair up? It's so appealingly feminine, so dramatically 1 orchestra, directed by Mrs. Emma there having interfered with his offer this program: Welcome, by
different. And above all. It needs ' Harvey, played at Tenants Harbor other musical interests. He de- Juvenile Master, Franklin Call;
an artist to do It right the first | Townsend Club meeting Monday dined to say what these interests Piano
Mary Farrand; song an.l
time to be completely becoming to night. There was a good atten were. It has been reported in musi par.tcmime. Barbara and Elinor
you—and that's why you'll want it dance and the lunch served by the cal circles for some time that Mr Young; piano solo, David Farrand;
done at Al's Hairdressing Salon club added to everyone's enjoyment. Hofmann wished to be freed from seng, Edith and Ruth Sheldon:
where we promise you the beauty of
administrative duties at the Insti piano solo. Avis Williamson: song.
The superintendent of lighthouses
your hair will be in skilled hands—
tute. in order that he might re Dawn Low; piano duet, Mary and
announces that the Franklin Island
and the skilled hands of Al's staff
sume concert playing and make Tavid Farrand; Little Lady Make
Light dwelling will be demolished
Believe, Nancy Hamlin. Jackie Pasof beauty operators is the very fac
phonograph records.
about Oct. 15. This item will have
tor that makes the service of this
sen; closing Bible, Juvenile assist
much interest for one of The
shop so individual. You have at
ant stewards. Barbara Bartlett,
Courier-Gazette readers down in
your command here modern equiDDavid Farrand; closing hymn.
Fruitland Park. Fla.. — Frank H
ment, fashions experts to create
Juvenile Grange. Mary Farrand,
Whitney, formerly of this city who
individual hair arrangements, scalp
accompanist; closing prayer. Juve
was stationed at this lighthouse for
and skin experts for Individual diag
nile Chaplain. Ruth Call. A social
a while.
nosis—but it is the skill of our oper
will follow the programs furnished
ators that is your assurance of satis
by both Granges and a cordial in
Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F
factory results, always. A reduction last night elected C. M. Havener as ■
vitation is extended to Grangers
of $2.00 on all our permanent waves chief patriarch; Alfred C. Benner.!
and friends to attend. Sandwiches
is being made at the present time— high priest; O. E. Pinkham. senior '
and coffee will be served by the
a bargain in beauty you can't afferd warden; M. V Rollins, scribe; N. F.
Grange, candy and pop corn by
to overlook. Call 826 for appoint Karl, treasurer; Frank Tibbetts,
Juveniles.
ment at Al's Hairdressing Salon. 283 junior warden;' Luke S. Davis, 0 3.
Main street, opposite Hotel Rock Lovejoy and C. E. Gregory, trustees. |
land.—adv.
The Grand Encampment will be he’d
Cct. 18 with Neil F. Karl and Luke
Dr. Edward W. Peaslee will be in S. Davis as delegates and O. 3
his Rockland office, 88 Summer Lovejoy and C. E. Gregory, alter
street, Mondays. Tuesdays and Sat nates.
urdays until further notice.—adv.

(12 Years ia Rorkland)

Bv Appointment

. ;

_
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Every-Other-Day

PKG.

23c

25/

come on in.

Chromium Plated

Fall Suits

from $25.00 to $39.50
Ladies’ Reversible Coals
Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Ladies’ Mannish Tailored

Special constructed expansion
hinge holding lop grid straight
up or solidly bark in frying posi
:i<n. Equipped with chromium
plated drip cup.
Heavy steel
Grids, size 8\x5S.,
Complete
with cord.

Toasts

Fries

NATIVE COUNTRY BUTTER,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 29c
COD TONGUES,
FRESH HALIBUT,

2 lbs 25c
lb 29c

FANCY SALT MACKEREL
10 Pound Pail, $1.59

WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF QUAKER

Grills

GRAIN AND FEEDS

Suits
RAteU

GREGORY’S

CENT

AINE

WEI^e^MPi
POWt
MPANY
117-113

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FQR PROMPT DELIVERY ' USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

ORFF’S CORNER

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

VINALHAVEN
★★★★

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Miss Mertie Young of Rockland
was a visitor Sunday at Mr. and
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor- Mrs. Leonard H. Seavey s.
‘THREE LOVES HAS NANCY'
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. j Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pratt and
—_____________________________ 1 son Glason and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Correspondent
, Mr. and Mrs. A, P. Jackson en leader. Miss Lucinda Rich. County I Johnson and son of Thomaston |
tertained the members of Meenah Agent of 4-H Clubs was present were callers Sunday at Albert ]
The Ladies of the G.A.R. will
ga Grange at their home Tuesday and also A. D. Gray, superinten Elwell's.
Miss Mildred A. Elwell returned
hold a cake and candy sale, at
night at a corn husking bee. Sand dent of schools and Richard Gerry,
Friday to Boston where she will
Senter-Crane’s store. Saturday at
wiches. doughnuts and coffee were agriculture teacher.
continue
her training at New Eng
Officers of Good Luck Rebekah
2.30 p. m.
served and beano played. Those
land Baptist Hospital.
H. A. Townsend, returned Tues
present were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lodge have been elected: Noble
Mis. Annie Orff returned Sunday
Jackson. Mrs. Margaret Ford. Mrs. Orand, Mrs. Ethel Benner; vice from Damariscotta where she has
day from Rockland.
At the November term of court
Isadore Hoffses, Herbert Johnson, grand, Mrs Evelyn Spear; recording been guest of her daughter Mrs.
Edgar H. Bradstreet was drawn to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Boggs and i secretary Mrs. Maude Greenlaw; Hattie Berry and ls now visiting at
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Gray.
I financial secretary. Mrs. Mamie the home of her son Harold Orff
serve on Grand Jury and Robert
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Jackson
E Kessell on Traverse Jury.
Miss Leila Waltz is visiting her Benner; treasurer. Mrs. Cora Waltz;
children Raymond. Rodney, Jean
Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth who has
sister. Mrs. Millard Hoak at Orff's trustee for three years. Mrs. Myrtie and Gloria were weekend guests of
been guest of her father Miles V.
Comer.
t BootH. Supper was served before relatives'm j£xter.'
Sukeforth returned today to Rock-1
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore re- the^ meeting.
__
| Mrs. Guy Kennedy spent the
land.
turned Tuesday from a week spent The Father and Daughter concert weekend in Rockland with her
given by Guy Waltz and Mrs. Gret- aunt Mrs. Jennie Staples, and also
Those attending schools and col- 1
in Freeport.
chen Simmons will be held in visited her son Guy at Knox Hosleges are: Ruth Brown. Norma |
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wincapaw,
Clarks hall Friday at 8 o'clock. This
,
Gray. Rebecca Arey. Farmington
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Creamer and is a benefit concert for Mr. Waltz '
Ralph
Normal School; Edith Roberts. Bal
Miss Cora Meny have been recent and
being sponsored by the spent Saturday and Sunday in
lard Business School; Ernestine
Auburn
as
guests
of
Mr.
Ludwig's
Rockland visitors.
Woman's Club.
Carver, Carolyn Calderwood. Frank
. sister, Mrs Minnie Earle.
C. Harry Curtis has been in New
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Galloupe
Peterson, University of Maine;
Robert Montgomery, Franchot Tone, Janet Gaynor
castle on business recently.
: and children of Hallowell visited
Athene Thompson, Massachusetts
FRIENDSHIP
in “Three Loves Has Nancy”
Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Mrs. Lilia Blaney spent Saturday
Teachers College.
The Methodist Ladies Aid
Jackson's.
with relatives in Bath.
The vivacious, bubbling story of a small-town girl who comes io New
Miss Dorothy Cobb is visiting
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
| HORIZONTAL (Cont)
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis C. Weaver
Claude Fitch and family have Etta Thompson with 23 present. Miss Frances Weaver and Evelyn York to seek thc man who left her waiting at the altar, only to find her friends in Rockland and before re
17- Tear
1-Weapon for hunting 49-Owns
18- Pronoun
50-Japanese fish
whales
moved from the Herman Kuhn Gertrude Oliver presided. It was RalPh were Rockland visitors Satur self involved as the romantic pivot between two other men, brings Janet turning home will attend Union
21-To come upon
52- Weaken
7-Narrates
house on Friendship street to an
day.
Gaynor, Robert Montgomery and Franchot Tone to the screen star- Pair.
voted to serve a harvest supper
24-Brief essays
53- Musical note
13- Without delay
Mr. and Mrs .Byron Ludwig of ring in "Three Loves Has Nancy," their first co-starring picture. A j Mrs. Roy Gross and daughter, 14- Pertaining to Asia 54- A testimonial
apartment in the Blanchard block. at the church vestry
3 Re_
26-Combining form. Far
Richmond
made
a
visit
Sunday
at
28-Hawaiian food
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Thompson freshments were
by the hos
56- Prefix. Apart
laugh-filled supporting cast features Guy Kibbee, Claire Dodd and Regi- who were guests of Mrs. Florence 15- Prefix. Twice
30- God of the east
returned to Dorchester. Mass., Tues tess assisted by Olivia Hoffses and the home of Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. nad Owen.—adv.
Gross, have returned to Lewiston. 16- Kind of tortoise(pL) 57- The natural fat
Mrs. Nellie Brown spent Saturday
wind (Gr. Myth.)
59-Ancient
19- Preposition
day after spending a week with Dorothy Burns.
1
—
—
•
C.
S.
Roberts
of
Rockland
arrived
with Mrs. Lizzie Shuman at Wins31- Exchange
61- Long, measured
20- Frozen water
his mother. Mrs. Annie Thompson. Miss Rachel Stetson of Thomas- low Mills
34- A chessman (pi.)
steps
22- A title
NORTH WALDOBORO
WASHINGTON
here Tuesday.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Butters ton spent the weekend with her . Mr, and
62- Covering for the feet 35- Taste
R°y Ludwig and
_____
|
-----Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones. 23-Consumed
36- Diminishes
24- By
daughters Daphne. Llye, Joyce To standard time we’ve now returned.
have closed “Slaigo Ledges" and
Mrs Edith Overlock attended returned Tuesday from Belfast,
VERTICAL
grandparents Mr and Mrs Oliver,
and Rulh p(Ufed Sunday
37- Divices for warming
TWs
spent Tuesday ft. 25- Canvas shelter
FV>r which some souls so long have church Sunday at the South Liberty
returned to Cambridge. Mass.
1- Habitual visitor
38- Five hundred six
27- City in France
Mrs. Euda Morton and son Albert at Berton Ludwig
in_________
Washington
_ ’s _
w___
yearned;
cnaoei.
Meenahga Grange conferred the were home from Gorham over the
2- Hood worn by
39- Moistens
Mrs Gertrude Rnlnh was cnest And yet they patten.ly compiled.
..
...
„ . ,
. "Idlewild'': Mr. and Mrs. George 28- Segment
7
uerinme
naipn
was
guest
And
worked
wlth
neighbors side by
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Turner of „ . . „
... _ _ _
third and fourth degrees upon two w’eekend. The latter is a student at Monday of her aunt Mrs. Theresa
monks
43- Browned bread
side
Schenectady. N. Y. who have been Newbert Mr' and Mrs E ° Carver 29- A letter
3- Egyptian god
44- Simpleton
31- Boy's name
candidates Monday night. An en Gorham Normal Sehool.
, Shuman in Dutch Neck.
Thus
mJUe we find
visiting in town went Monday to and Mr. and Mrs Rot)ert Arey.
4- Deep hole
32- Unfolded (Bot.)
45- Moved rapidly
tertainment of readings, speaking,
Mrs. Etta Thompson spent SunHar'€J2n P°7eL?nd MiSS Char’ To keep in step with those who rule,
Malden, Mass., where they will
G. C. Peaslee. Roy Arey. Arthur 33- Marked with lines
5- Units
47-Picture support
lotta
Dyer
of
Thomaston
spent
And
not
become
one
stubborn
mule.
singing, piano solos and harmonica I day evening wim Mrs?'Oertrade
visit at Mr. Turner's former home Arev and Keith Carver are attend- 34- Relating to a census 6- Tell
49-Crowd
Sunday with Mr. Porters parents.
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Robinson of
7Mends
solos was enjoyed. Coffee, sand-, G;iver
37-Crowded together
Mr. and Mrs. C. S Farnham have ing Union Fair
51-An image
i Mr and Mrs. Herbert E. Porter.
8A
thoroughfare
lt is (contr.)
wiches, doughnuts and cake were
Sutton. Vt.. are visiting Mr Rob- returned to Melrose, Mass after
54- Portuguese coin
Mrs. Irving Fifield recently went 40, Mrs. Willard Miller of Glen Cove.
Miss Barbara Tisdale of Gardiner
9Stupid
person
41- Evening (Poet.)
”for a few days stay.
55- Old times (Poet)
served. Forty-one members were N y Miss Maryin Miller of Thom- was a caller on friends here recent - bison's brother. Kendall Teague, a two months sojourn at Prescott t0
10Musical
note
42- Walk
Mr. Teague is an adopted son of Farm.
58-Treasurer (abbr.)
11- Consumer
present.
aston and Mrs. Gertrude Oliver ly.
Miss Mary Neilson, was hostess 44—Man's name
Mrs Maude Merrifield and Miss
60-Deposit account
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Teague.
46-Entry in ais account 12- Laughed with a
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leavitt of' were dinner guests Saturdav of Mrs.
Mildred were in Augusta Saturday Tuesday night to the Knit-Wits.
(abbr.)
noisy outburst
48-High
hill
(Eng.)
Wilton. N. H . spent the weekend Irvln Bracey
SOUTH CHINA
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Perl of on a business and pleasure trip.
------Revere, Mass., are visiting with Mr
...
with relatives in town.
Postmaster and Mm. Carlton
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Union Church Rally
and MrS' J°hn Burnhehner Mr have been in town for three weeks
Mrs. Maude Clark Oay returned Simmons pa&sed the weekend m daTTiihtf°at rih”
Rally Day will be observed SunExcellent ^TteriaT wTs
day in Union Church. The Sunday
Wednesday from a trip through Hou!ton Mrs. Charles Grant sub- ception
TENANT’S HARBOR
Washington County. She was ac- stituted in the Post Office during ccpuiui. axceneni material was ln his clty for 20 years and has re- mouth.
found in their numbers and Erskine cently been promoted to the city
Earl Boynton is making extensive school will hold a special service
companied by Miss Edith Leven their absence.
DAYS
at 10 a. m. every class is urged to
Academy will not lack in musical building.
saler.
repairs on the river tenement, hav
Mr. and Mrs. Warrenton Gil
have
a
perfect
attendance.
The
ing built a chimney and is now
Mrs. John H. Pollard of Lowell, chrest and granddaughter of St. prospects for the next four terms.
Mr. and Mrs. H L. Miller of £hingIing the roof hef^ beginning morning worship service will be held Editor of The Courier-Gazette
_
„
„ J
Pupils from China and the Pond
Mass., is guest of her son. Capt. George,
were callers Sunday at the „ .
, .
.
.
at 11 a. m. with special music by the
Capt and Mrs A]fred E Rawley
,
.
.
road are fortunate m having for Natick. Mass. who have been visi- the inside work.
Ralph Pollard and Mrs. Pollard.
tors at Mrs. Flora A. Mank's. re
home of Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Cunningchoir
and
sermon
by
the
pastor,
Qf
Hampden High’ands recently
Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs and ton. other guests were Mr. and Mrs. transportation a new truck equipped turned home last week.
^™-iiuUerS SUnday °n frlen<1S
KennCth C00k'
made a t«»-hour visit at my home.
with
covered
body
and
owned
by
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns were William Bramhall. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mank also had callers from At the 7 o'clock service all church
fubJects were dlscussed by ,ho
William Ward whose son Raymond
Boston visitors Sunday.
Edmund Wotton. children Lee and
Camden last week. Mr. and Mrs
E1oefanoWa^J0°nandls^15 organizations and committees are malf?
j had another caller and
is
one
of
the
freshmen
class.
FourMrs. Emma Potter of Dorchester, Joyce of Rockland and Mr and
Ulis
Stah.
and
John
Stahl.
Sunday
at
the
home
of
their
grandurged
10
attend
ln
a
body
ln
order
the
three
adjourned
to my sanctum.
Mass., who has been visiting her Mrs. Frank Wotton of Waldoboro.
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Spanish War Theatre
The Important Part That
Agriculture Plays In Civic
Strife

CAMDEN

Insurgent Spain, while carrying
the
torch of war In one hand, is
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a paying business for the
IT
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TO
PREVENT
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DEVELOPING
As collectrd by our correspondent,
Here’s specialized medication for the nose and upper other in agricultural export trade.
i \ throat-where most colds start. Used at the first snif Economic relations resulting from
GILBERT HARMON
fed He or sneeze-a few drops up each nostril-it helps to
Telephone, Camden 713
prevent many colds from developing .. . Even when your
the sale of wheat, wine, olive oil,
head is stopped-up from a neglected cold. Va-tro-nol
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s
Leslie L. Leonard of Reno, Nev, appearing in the role of Sylvia, in helps to keep the sinuses open-lets you breathe againl
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ard and Lisle Leonard. This is Mr. Mr. Brink as Joseph Von Spaun, a
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Insurgent Territory
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The events for Oct. 11 and 18 Lane. Mrs. Effie Veazie. Mrs. Edith bility; leave margin and reasonable
“The contrast in activities and
At the Lions Club meeting are The J. Franklin Caver.y Co. | BuneU picnic. The scheduled pro- space between lines for editing. Do products between Insurgent Spain
"Chick'' Maynard gave a few re- a group which combines music and gram is of a miscellaneous nature, not crowd writing.
and Loyalist Spain is striking."
, , points out a bulletin from the
marks on the activities at the Y.M pictorial and sculptural art and with two open meetings and a
Write “died." not "passed away.' j Washington, D. C.. headquarters of
C A and the winter schedule of the The Casford Players, who will preafter'noon as special events
Do not insert editorial comment the National Geographic Society,
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7 with Mrs pann,e ^mpson who
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j fore the war imported wheat, for [
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-From Africa, more than a thouannual inspection of Seaside Chap Joyed a shore dinner at The Rock
of the banks in town.
....
ter. Camden. Monday night were Oven. After driving around the sand years ago. the Moors IntroMrs. Charles Atkins, superintenEdward F. I'pham
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Ruth island to view the many wonderful duced into southern Spain oranges,
dent of the Baptist Cradle Roll
Edward F Upham. 78. was found Miller, Mrs. Amy Miller, Mrs. Ma attractions we came back to Orr s dates' almonds, sugar cane cotton.
_ , . . . .
. .a
. They built
irrigation
works and
Department was hostess Tuesday to dead in bed Wednesday morning at
garden
/6f fertmty
this
rion Ingraham. Mrs. Elsie Hawkins Island which is connected to Babeys
a party for the mothers and child- bjs home in Melvin Heights. Mrs.
Mrs. Dorothy Young. Mrs. Cora Up- by a very handsome and picturesque hot and arld regicn especially in
ren of the cradle roll. Those pres- gdwjn French a neighbor called at
the southwest areas between Corham. Mrs. Nellie Staples, Miss Ma- bridge
ent were Mrs. Inez Henderson and the Upham home to take Mr Up- rlcn upbam j^to Helena Upham
There we found much to attract ! dova and Seville, and along the
son Jack. Mrs Charles Ccokson and ham wh0 nVed alone to Union
our attention along the rugged coast. Mediterranean shores.
and Mrs. Louise Holbrook.
"Today, the Loyalist-held East
son, Donald and daughter Janet. pajr When she received no re- j
Summer tourists were on every
Friends here are interested to
Mrs. Desmond Grey and son. Larry sponse to her knocks she became ,
tha, Miss nOrothv Reed hand, picnicking on lobsters and still profits from that early pro
“o,.™
concerned and searching the h0US-\ daughter of Mr. and Mr., Marshal! clams. We took this time to look gressive culture, producing a va
riety of sub-tropical fruits and
Betty. Mrs. Alton Bartlett and soil. fcund tbe bodv.
Here
the famous
Reed of Roxbury, has been elected up a former Richards Hill neighbor, vegetables.
Raymond. Mrs. David Pierce and
Gr james G. Hutchins. County
president of the sophomore class of Mrs. Dennis Wilson. We found her oranges of Valencia and Murcia are
eon. David and daughter. Dawn. Medical Examiner was called and
Nasson College Springvale. Miss and Capt. Wilson at home and we grown. Luxuriant vineyards too,
and olive groves extend far up the
Mrs. Alex Gillmor and son. George, pronounced death due to natural
Reed is a graduate of Stephen's spent an hour looking over their northeast coast, although these are
Mrs. Eugene Shaw and son. Richard causes
very
attractive
place
The
grounds
scattered about pretty thoroughly
Mrs. Gilbert Harmon and daughter.
The'funeral will be Sunday at 2 High School at Rumford and at
tended Duke University for a year slope gradually to the sea. and are as well on the other side of the
Nancy. Mrs. Estelle Thomas and o-clock at the residence of Clarand a half, entering Naseon the fall well laid out in gardens which con political barricades. To the south
granddaughter. Miriam Bonde. Mrs pnce Upham. surviving brother.
west, on the Mediterranean, the
tained flowers of every hue.
of 1937.
Allison Curry and daughter. Marie. Bev william F Broivn will officiate.
We found almost everything there. town of Malaga—whose very name
Everett Pitts has returned to Bos
Mrs. Clifford Sylvester and son.;
- ____________
even a handsome pool containing injures up visions of grape clus
ton after a brief visit with his
ters—has been in the hands of
James. Mrs. Dorothy Perrin and
pond lilies and goldfish.
LINCOLNVILLE
family.
| the Insurgents since it fell more
daughter. Ginette. Mrs. Myrtle
On the grounds are located a fine than a year ago. while from tha
Dr. and Mrs. George Ingraham
Wheeler and son Frederick, Mrs.
The heavy rains and gale caused of Providence are visiing her par cld two-story structure, which was surrounding
Andalusian region,
Carl Milliken and daughter. Joyce. considerable havoc in this section
the home place of Capt. Wilson, with Its rich farm lands and conents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Manasseh
Spear.
Mrs. W. D. Heald and son. Charles, Crops were damaged, trees broken
attractive modernI centrated olive oil Industry, has
Beginning tonight the midweek Then a very
Mrs. Donald Rollins and daughter and old buildings toppled.
i. „___ . j v .v. ..., eome much of the boasted plenty
house which is occupied by the WU- thftt fu,s their vegetable and frult
prayer
service
at
the
Baptist
Church
Carol, and son. Donald. Mrs. Don
now A pretty drive takes one baskets
A‘. the annual town fair last will open at 7 o'clock Instead of 7.30. sons
'—----ald Barter and son. Donald, Mrs.
Thursday exhibits were of excellent At this meeting Rev. J. W. Hyssong down to the shore where Capt. Wil
“In marked contrast to the hot
Louis Arau and daughters. Joan
son's big boat house and shop are and thirsty south Is the northwest
quality. Attendance was not as will lead in the study of Jonah.
and Beverley, and son, Basil, and
coastal country along the Bay of
iarg? as usual but those present
Schools were closed all day Wed located.
Mrs. Frank Rolerson and son. Peter.
The view from here is unusually Biscay, also under Insurgent con
gave the dinner fine patronage. Tlie nesday. permitting teachers and
trol. Here nature, mild and humid,
Miss Jessie Rankin was chairman of
pretty, locking across the water to smiles on fragrant. Temperate-Zone
the refreshment committee, assis Lincolnville school band under the pupils to attend Union Fair.
The hike and corn roast planned Harpswell. Capt. Wilson is a boat fruit orchards of apples, pears and
ted by Mrs. Lona Regnier. Mrs. Wil direction of Ralph Knight was a
by
the Yeung Peoples Society Chris builder, and has won the silver cherries. Rye. potatoes and corn
pleasing
feature
of
the
afternoon
lard Tiffany. Mrs. Annie Hopkins
tian
Endeavor for last Tuesday night cups in many races. As there were 1 grow in abundance: stock raising
and Mrs. John Tibbetts. Mrs. program.
was
necessarily called off because to be races that afternoon, they in- ,is an important industry, with
Mrs.
Lizzie
Stewart
of
Lowell,
Charles Cleveland was in charge of
sisted that we stay and see them ! tia{^i?B'
...
,
„
Mass., was weekend guest of Mrs. of the rain, but the members gath
I "Between the two extremes lies
the program.
This
being
an
unusual
event
for
us
ered at the Baptist vestry for a so
the dry tableland of central Spain.
"The Chaser"
with
Dennis Effie Dickey.
we stayed. I don t knew when I mainly devoted to cereal produc
cial
hour
with
music
and
games.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Rankin
of
O Kcepe. Ann Morriss. Lewis Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ackley of have enjoyed anything more than tion and sheep grazing. .From this
Nat Pendleton and Henry O'Neill, Melrose. Mass., have returned after
New
Jersey have arrived to make that three hours of sailing on Casco central and northwest region—a
a
visit
in
town.
is the attraction at the Comique
land of wide, uniform stretches—is
their
home with their son-in-law Bay. It was a day I shall never harvested most of the Insurgents'
Miss Maude Marean and friend
Theatre for Friday.
forget,
thanks
to
Capt.
and
Mrs.
reported wheat surplus.
A large and responsive audience of Standish were visitors Sunday and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Wilber: Wilson.
Gray.
“Yet even here are dramatic difattended the first of a series of at the home of Mrs. Carrie Hall
•
•
•
•
Roy Allen ls visiting his brother.
Leaving Orr s Island there is one ference in terrain and tempera programs at the Opera House spon Basil Allen in Belfast for a few
of the most beautiful sights in ture. There are sections, as in
Nathaniel M. Rugeri
sored by the District Nursing As days.
Maine. A wonderful deep goree Castile, so barren that 2.009 years
A
clipping
from
a
Stoneham
sociation and University of Maine
Clifton Dickey of Camden re
has been made, through which the ago the Romans made the wry joke
Alumni Association. The program ceived a $10 award Saturday night Mass., paper received by Chester L.
that a nightingale trying to cross
highway leads to the bridge. The
them would have to pack its own
was divided into three parts, the at a dance in Belmont. This Is Pascal will be read with interest by
island
looks
like
a
big
hump
of
land
rations. On the other hand, now
first of which included piano solos the second time Mr. Dickey has some of the older residents of this from this point.
won such an award.
and then mirage-like oases of fer
town.
by Hugo Brandt, brilliant concert
Mr. ar.d Mrs. J. C. Pottle accom
Cundy's Harbor is a small, quaint tility appear, with parks and gar
"Funeral
services
for
Nathaniel
pianist, one of which, a “Slavic panied by Carle Mathews visited
settlement on Orr's Island For dens and valleys dotted with grape
Dance." was his own composition. Sunday with Maurice Pottle
the M. Rugeri were held Wednesday
anyone who has not seen these vines and olive trees."
with
Rev.
Hcbart
F.
Ooervey
of
St.
Miss Jean Justin, soprano, and U. of M.
islands,
nature has a grand sur
Miss Gertrude McKinney who is James M., E. Church officiating.
George Brink, baritone, sang solos
a student at Castine Norma! School Burial was in Lindenwood cemetery. prise.
and duets which were well received
passed the weekend at home.
Leaving Brunswick, going out oast
“Mr. Rugeri died Monday at his
by the audience.
Capt. Frank Gould of Camden
Bowdoin College, it is a 20 minute
home
following
a
long
illness.
He
In the second part Brandt played called Sunday on relatives in town.
drive to the islands.
Henry Cammett and sister Mrs was born in Boston 69 years ago.
a medley of selections which were
Mr.s. John H. Andrews.
spent
his
younger
days
in
Rockport
requested by the audience. He Ada Morton of Belmont we-e gue.-ts
Rockport, Sept. 29.
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
H.
A.
and
had
lived
here
for
the
past
48
asked for six selestions and al
Here’s good advice for a woman during her
Miiler.
years.
*
(u8Ua,,y from 38 to 52), who fears
though the requests far outnum
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. McCobb of
she 11 lose her appeal to men, who worries
"For 20 years he conducted a bar
ST. GEORGE
bered this, he graciously complied Heath road dined Sunda/ at Mr.
about hot flashes, loss of pep, dizzy spells,
upset nerves and moody spells.
ber shop in Messer's building near
with each request. A musical tab and Mrs. L. S. Rurs's.
Just get more fresh air, 8 hrs. sleep and if
you
ne«.d a reliable "WOMAN’S" tonic take
the
corner
of
Main
and
Winter
St.
George
Grange
will
observe
Capt. George Stewart and family,
loid entitled “Franz and Sylvia"
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
presenting events in Schubert's life accompanied by Mrs Effie Dickty. streets, with Walter Messer, taking Boosters Night Friday. An open made especially far women. It helps Nature
enjoyed a delightful motor trip over the shop at the time of the latt program will be presented and build up physical resistance, thus helps givo
with Mr. Brandt poitra.ving Schumore vivacity to enjoy life and assist calm
Sunday’ to Camden and Rockport
jittery nerves and those disturbinj
" bert and playing some of the favo- where they called on relatives and ters death. He left the barbering coffee and cake served. Everyone ing
toms
that orten
often accompany
accomi
ims mat
change of life, c
business to become a salesman for is invited.
Pinkham’s is WELL
OKTH trying.
* rile Schubert Melodies; Muss Justin oldtime friends.
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STYLIST CODE

How Women
in Their 40’s
Can Attract Men

4

Pi ices effective at our Rockland stores through Saturday, October 1.

BUTTER
2 55
FLOUR 59 55
SUGAR i;? 46' i? 47
17
CHEESE
BROOKSIDE
ROLL

SACK

MILD
YORK STATE

LB.

a

WHITE

B

5 ""

100! Spaghetti

TEA

ORANGE
PEKOE

GOLDEN ROSE
AND HOMELAND

PINK
ALASKA
TALL
TIN

Grapefruit

|1
L ft
#r||l

RED
ALASKA
TALL
TIN

10c

19c

2 ~ 19c

FINAST
QUALITY

HEAVY
SYRUP

Facial
Tissues

Belmont

25 C

HI.B
PKG.

FINAST
BRAND

Raspberries

A

NO. 2
TINS

23c
«*>* 1
OFS*

Prune Plums

2 - 25c

Tomato J luice — 3 ™ 25c

Grapefrulit Juice
19c
QgJ
TUNA FI Wil
MEAT O NO'
TINS/’ A 1 w
PEANUT BUTTER
RICHMOND
1QrA/'UCC
CMvIlCO SLICED OR HALVES

4^

« 25c
NO. t'/i
TINS

FINER COFFEE
KYBO

2i.-

35

RICHMOND
BRAND

X2^33c

f

PRIZE
OR LONG

BREAD
Dark Bread

20 oz. —J
LOAF

f

WHOLE WHEAT
HEALTH RYE

Blue Ribbon Malt,
53c
''in ast
Baked Beans, bBrand 2 TRi„°: 25c
Evangeline
Milk, Evaporated
4 tall tins 25c
Ohio
Matches, Blue Tip
6 boxes 19c
Toilet Tissue,
6 rolls 19c
P. & G. Soap,
4 bars 15c

SWT. POTATOES

10

TURNIP

/J LBS 10c

CABBAGE

FANCY

SOLID HEADS

TOKAY GRAPES
ORANGES

CAL.
MED. SIZE

21 ns 29c

25 c
10c

4

LBS

4

LBS 25c

2ooz35c

CRA( KED WHEAT
SWEET RYE

,

20 °Z

ft1 </

LOAF

O2/

Crisco,
lib tin 17c
Catsup, Brand
2 lge bots 25c
Campbell's Soups, 3 tins 25c

Prunes, Fina 1
2
29c
Wheat or Rice Puffs, '' ray
5c
Relish, Yimbfiiake
pt jar 19c

NATIVE BEETS

2bnchs11c

CARROTS

2BNCHsllC
bn?h

NAT1VE

BANANAS MELoRIPE 5 LBS 25c
CELERY

SQUASH

WHITE, CRISP
hubbaerd

BUNCH

3

10c

85 10c

NATIONAL STORES
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Tel. 149-13

Grace, Mercy, Prayer Are
Meanings of Name Hannah
Hannah, from the Hebrew, is
really the same name as Anne, al
though we do not think of them as
identical.
It therefore
means
“grace.” "Mercy” and “prayer" are
other meanings sometimes ascribed
to it. The Hannah of the Bible dedi-

WARREN
★★★★

Every-Other-Day

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

“POEMS OF PROFIT’
NEED A MULE OR A COU79

ALENA L STARRCTT

Correspondent
Tel. 49

cated her son, the prophet Samuel,
Louis Parreault Sr., had an un
to the Lord because he was born in
answer to prayer, writes Florence usual experience Tuesday when a
A, Cowles in the Cleveland Plain small airplane dropped in the Davis
Dealer.
Hannah More (1745-18331. English field, 100 feet distant from his
author, made a fortune of $150,000 business establishment. The occu
from her writings. She gave much
pants. two young men. had left
of it to charity, starting schools for
Union fair grounds at noon and
the poor.
Hannah Adams (1755-1832) is said were returning to Lewiston, when
to have been the first woman in
they lost their bearings, and had
America to make literature a pro
fession. She wrote on religious and to make a forced landing to replen
historical subjects. Hannah Lloyd ish their fuel supply. Their land
Neale, an early American poet,
ing and take-off were accomplished
wrote "The Neglected Call.”
without
difficulty.
Hannah Borden was an expert
Mrs. Charles Singer delightfully
weaver of Fall River, Mass., at a
Sessions at the annual meeting,
entertained at an informal supper
time when workers were paid partly and election of officers of the Wo
Monday in honor of Mtss Ardelle in goods. She could weave 30 yards
men's Missionary Conference of the
Advertisement* tn this column not
Maxey. The guests were Miss Mar of cloth a day. Suspecting something
to exceed three lines Inserted once tor
Lincoln Baptist Association, for J
“
M.
S.
B.
”
Tells
of
the
Hur23
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
garet Jordan. Mrs. Lawrence Dunn, wrong about the way her wages
ditional lines flve cents each (or one
next Monday will open at 10 at the
were
swallowed
up
by
purchases,
licane
’
s
Fury
and
Recalls
Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs. Lee Walk
time 10 cents (or three times. Six
(Continued from Page One)
1 but happy when the water receded
Baptist Church. Lunch will be ,
small words to * line
er. Mrs. Lionel Jealous. Mrs. Arthur she demanded to see the company
and
left
them
high
and
dry.
ths
Gale
of
1898
served
at
noon,
by
this
committee
1
books and found she was being
Elliot, Mrs. L. B Gilchrest, Mrs. charged for rum and suspenders. from the local Missionary Circle:/1'!! overhead continually — news
’’The Charles Dyer family, for
George Gardner, Miss Anna Dill She insisted that she be paid in Mrs. Nelson Moore. Mrs. Bessie j photographers and supplies to the merly of Rockland, were miracu Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ’
ingham, Mrs. William Flint and money, and won her point.
The awful hurricane was the
Hills, Mrs. Charles Hysler. Mrs E. I cape. I guess. An epidemic is the lously saved by piled up debris which
Hannah Dustin’s name shines on V. Oxton and Miss Tena McCallum. [ only thing to worr>’ about now. but was all that saved thelr cottage from worst I’ve ever seen, not excepting
Miss Ardelle Maxey.
pages of history for her stout
the gale of 1898 when the Steamer NOTICE- ts hereby given of the loss
Miss Mabelle Brown has returned the
hear^edcourage. Wiffi her baby, )The afternoon session will begin atthey have serum in readiness. I un beinj swept away.
of deposit book numbered 37788. and
to Exeter. N. H.. after spending the its nurse and a young lad, she , 1-15. Jennie Lind Reilly, mission- ,derstand.
"The city and surrounding towns Portland was lost. At that time I
ner cf said book asks for dupli
In accordance with the provision
weekend with her parents, Mr. and i was carried away captive by the In- ■ ary to India, home on furlough, and ’It is so good to realize we
If you have Real Estate to buy
aresafe are under martial law. just because was living on Hurricane Island, and cate
■;t the SUU I
EM ■ n \M’ SAV
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
Mrs. John Brown.
dians in 1697. Her baby was killed Miss Charlotte Huntoon. of Newwhen we look around us and see i there are some who would steal still it seemed as though the walls of the INGS BANK by Edward J Hellier.
29. 1938
wish to rent or hire a Home or
1 more from these unfortunate vic- kitchen must buckle so strongly did Treas.. Rockland. Maine. Sept.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Gould and son before her eyes. The story goes that york a member of the board of ruin and death.
,117*Th-133
Cottage, advertise in this column
'
at
night
the
three,
with
sure
blows
they
quiver.
I
burned
one
barrei
Ethel T. Sezak I tims of nature’s uprising,
Albert, have returned to Marble
... ,
, missionary education will speak.
Telephone 770.
[ of tomahawks, killed 10 sleeping In
"One of our inland bridges which of coal in the kitchen range during
head. Mass., after spending a few dians, stole a canoe and paddled
I The above letter, received by
Several from Warren Lodge I.O.
that
day
and
night
and
held
my
19days at their home.
8MAL1, furnished house to let at
swiftly down the Merrimac river OF., attended the supper and get- Mrs. Srzak’s sister, Mrs. Donald was practically new four years ago
months old child in my arms ail
Spruce Head near salt water; new
Tlie Federated Circle met Tues to their home. Hannah took with to-gether Tuesday at the Tenants Kelsey, was kindly loaned to Tlie was forced three feet off its base. day to keep her warm.
garage. Ideal (or cottage, through (all
"Death and destruction on all
months or as year-around home; rent
Courier-Gazette for publication].
day with Mrs. F B. Hathorne. There her a bag of scalps and the gun I Harbor lodge.
The tempest struck here in all
106-tf
and tomahawk of her baby’s mur
sides. It's a most heartbreaking its fury, and smashed one of the IS your door bell out of gear? Are reasonable. CALI. 793-W.
were ten members present. A quilt derer.
Oscar E. Starrett attended the
all your electrical appliances In order
thing.
windows.
The
electrie
light
system
(or winter? Do you need any kind o(
was knotted and tea was served by j
hearing in Augusta, Monday on
well and promptly done? Call
"My brother and uncle were out was cut of commission for 24 hours. work
W W STRONG. Tel. 19-W at 48 Grace
Mrs. Hathorne. The date for the
having open season this fall on
116-118
cn the fishing grounds .arriving The awning on the top veranda was St.
pheasants.
torn to shreds, sturdy trees toppled
Harvest supper was planned for j Red River Dialect Came
home yesterday afternoon. They and shrubbery was destroyed. But PRINTER wanted Ior small business
high pay but good experience and
Oct. 28.
With the Scots Pioneers Callers Sunday at the home of What Storm Did At New were very much surprised at th it was a freak storm, for it skipped Not
future prospects
Wrl e WU.I.IAM L
Mrs Margaret Stewart and her j
George
Teague,
were
Mrs.
Percy
E.
SMALL house on Georges St . Thom
When the hardy Scots pioneers
Bedford Told By One appearance of the bridge connecting many places while otlier.-; were rid- Robbins care The Courier-Gazette
117-lt. aston. Bath, furnace, garage
Price
died to bits. Th? morning showed
daughter Miss Jessie M. Stewart fought and conquered Sioux and Demmons. and Mrs. A P. Heald of
Fairhaven
with
New
Bedford,
upon
,
reasonable
FRANK D ELLIOT. Thom'J many open spaces never seen before.1 patients wanted at Re-,t Haven
Who Was In It
1’7-T!
have returned from a vacation trip Cree in the Red river country, now Thomaston.
which was piled by the waves large
Pdicemcn patrolled the darkened J umZ^Tk *st ^kian^TH^
Lewis Burgess of North Wey
t Kilmuir PEI
Miss Stewart i known as North and South Dakota.
1931 FORD coach for sale. 30 BIRCH
yachts—our Yacht Club was washed streets with flash lights. They |
iis*ii7
117*119
"Well. I picked a fine time to
ST
will resume her duties in the Rock- ‘he intermingling of Scots and Cree mouth. Mass, joined Mrs. Burgess
away, in iact our whole waterfront | travelled in pairs, never knowing
POSIT1ON. as allround cook. H T
win resuiu
, blood, and the close trade inter1932
PONTIAC
coupe
for
sale,
singer
for
the
weekend
at
the
home
of
her
PERRY
44
Oay
St.,
city
70-tf
come
home."
writes
Frieda
Herrick
was. Even the boats on the ways at T*!/?
might b? hit
land National Bank a e
| course brought into being a patois
machine. Will trade for pullets
..
„ ..
, debris. Traffic moved carefully. In WOMAN wanted (or general hou«e- sewing
uncle
George
Teague
where
she
had
Beaulieu
in
a
letter
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
or
cows
New
jand
used
De
.Laval
.* ep
weeks vacation
known as Red river dialect A mixthe Fairhaven shipyards were al- nearby hospitals, doctors and nurses work Apply at FOSS ROUSE 116-118 ar a tor G B WALTER Tel. 88-4 Wal
Mrs Leila Smalley has returned ture of the two tongues, it was un been guest for a week. Both re- Raymond Anderson, dated New mcst completely destroyed or driven carried on by candlelight, with WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches, doboro.
117-119
antiques all kinds. Call and
home from Portland where she has derstandable by both races, says a turned home Sunday
bated breath and prayerful heart clocks,
up farther on the ways.
1938 FORD V-8 hot air heater, same
deliver, 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER 23
Officers
n°me r
T ...
M.whert writer in London Tit-Bits magazine.
---- elected Monday at Mys- 1 Ecclfor^- Mass., Sept 24
j
As
I
have
loved
ones
who
are
as new for one-half the list price of
Amesbury
St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
been guest of Mrs. Lillian Newbert. ,
6
"The historical old
whaler,
$22
50 B L DAVIS. Tel. Warren 11-23
“Just in time to figure in one of
oecu
------- , I
"Bye me I kakatch killed two tic Rebekah Lodge were: Noble
! yachtsmen and guardians of the
105-tf
or 9011-2_______________________ 117-119
Mrs. Alaric Stone and Mrs. R<?uel ducks
Avis Maloney, vice I the most awful experiences I ever Charles W Morgan, which has coast, my heart went out in sympa
RBOtSTFRED Hereford buU. 2-yr-old.
been embedded in cement for sev- thy to every mother, wife or sweet
Robinson of Camden called
. I story to Scot and Cree Many o{ ?rand Mrs charles overlook; re(or sale, and R I P-d pullets ready
j eral years, was floated by the freak heart whese relatives might be
on friends in town.
the words were descriptive such as cording secretary Mrs
Smith expect to pass through.
to lay C H WALES. Cushing. Tel
somewhere in danger on land or sea.
.....
“I left Rockland Sunday and on of nature.
188-41
117*119
E R Moss goes today to | ...........
chimmuck,
for the sound that „a 1
Before daylight the stars were
_Dr J JL, Mc°anedK<bv th7 death large stone’or rock makes when it ® r; financial secretary^ Mrs. Earle j Wednesday decided to go to Boston
..Big bridg€S. new ln some cases.
LAYING pullets for sale.
V L
shining
brightly
and
the
sun
rose
in
117*119
MORSE. North Waldoboro
Everett. Mass..
, „„
falls
nto water.
Gam to do some shopping. I did! Mother. were washed away
falls jinto
water. The
The Indian
Indian names
names -»o°re; treasurer.
treasurer, Mrs
nars Edwin
towin mmThe
fun

all its beauty the following morn-1 spiritual reading by mail 25c and ~____..
. . "7,3~~
of his father. I. B Moss
for bird and beast were adopted, as mon: trustee for three years. Earle dad my COUiin (rom Rockland. Miss'
As I read Of the heartrend- 1 Stamo; questions answered. GEORGE PIANO Accordian 48 bas with case.
"On our own fish pier there was ing.
eral service will be held Saturday. well as a few French expressions, Moore. The date set for installa
1
J
“'““Vila
numnnt Me
116*1*8 ha* coupler (or loud or soft music
I Marie Thistle, and my little girl 25 feet of water and the men in the ing tragedies all over New England. iSi?5 Dixmont, Me----------------’IL’^reash price $50 ALFRED rawley.
Dr Moss is expected to return here such as "cassette” for a trunk or tion is Oet. 10 at 8.30. Each memfeel that I have much to be thank- ! UWN mowere_sh*rp»ne«L called_for
Cove
(17-119
were with me. I did my shopping warehouse and offlces had to swim I$■,,1
fnr n-iev* _ __
j RTld delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARD—
box;
while
the
Scots
"byre
”
was
al
Monday.
; ber may invite one guest for the and we ]eft
at 445 (or New
iui ioi. witn a roof over my head , WARE CO Rockland.
ics.tf
SAVE $50—Only 4 more davs to save
ways used by the Indians for sta- . , „
_
for the nearest point of rescue. Thc and having suffered no .bodilyin- lADIB-Jetlabt. hair good, at Rock-1
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews re ble
installation.
Mrs. Emerson W. Bedford, and at 5 o'clock the wind
fishing fleet at these piers was saved jury.
m. S. B.
land Hair Store. 24 Em, St Mall orders | heat loss over other burners.
Tltne
turned Monday by way of the Whi*c
The spread of civilization, with Perkins, retiring noble grand, has which had been blowing at the rate the fate of other ships only because
solicited. H C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J. limited to Sept 30. Burners $189 and
Brookline, Mass., Sept. 28.
Mountains from a visit with their its ease of intercommunication, let been chosen delegate from Mystic of about ten miles or more, gained
92-tXCall
, up. the
_____________________________________
Installed.
expert oil burYACHTS and boat- safely cared for 1 ner man (or free estimates. HAROLD
son Edward in Plainfield, Vt They into the Cree country a flood of Lodge, Cj attend the Rebekah as- in velocity up to the rate of 50 and the new State Pier extends about
IT BLEW IN WORCESTER
and serviced for the winter and kept COOMBS, Tel. 7C8-R. 64 Ma‘onlc F .
100 feet or more beyond the fish
went up Saturday with Mr. and white men who understood and ?embly. in Portland Oct. 18. 19
aflOE
’ ln Yacht Bason and lobster j city.
116-118
on up to about 97 miles before wc p.ers.
pound combined, save on bottom re- 1 „„„
J
,,
Mrs. Elizabeth Biekford has closed
Editor of The Courier-Gazette.—
Mrs. J. Lester Sherman of Rock talked white man s lingo only.
pairs
at
old
Johnson
A
Young
pound
:
cars
see
Frederick
U.
had
gone
more
than
15
miles.
It
"All day today bodies have been
Similarly
<•
HARMON LOBSTER Waltz. 165 BROADWAY; 20 care to
I would like to tell you about the Vlnal Haven.
land. The hurricane did great dam
,
, Pidgin English, that odd. her summer home and after a visit
sounds like an exaggeration, but I w ashing up on the beach the climixture of Chinese, Portuguese and
POUND NO 2
116-118 select from, price range (rom $15 to
age in that section; in one instance English, which used largely to be ln R°xbnr>’ Mass, will go to Flush- , was there and it was no plpe dream i maj£ tQ an #wful tragedy Thc cli hurricane we had in Worcester. ------------------- :--------------------------------------$795; also new Plymou,:hs and Fords
TRY a meal at Park St. Lunch; i
116*118
At 3.30 p. m. it was raining and prices
an owner of 1500 sugar maple trees the medium for business talk be- m8- Lwhere she will spend the | j n€ver
£ee another hurri
reasonable large bill of fare to
.........
—
max to my mind will come onlv blowing quit? hard so we had to select from: all home cooking. 24-hour
GREEN,
hard
wood.
$6
cord
sawed,
had only 50 left standing; corn tween the average Chinese and the winter as usual at Hotel Sanford.
cane
dally Never out. never over, delivered anyhere (rom Rockland to
when all have been accounted for j put the windows down. About that service
at park st lunch, is Park st
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Belfast Write or call LEON CALLAk
fields were laid flat, and bams were European trader, has given place to
"We were more than five hours iu and we start to build up again to a j time I heard a crash as though a
116*118 i HAN. 9 Luce St. Rockland or Ltncolnmore
correct
Chinese
or
English
Congregational
Church
will
be:
At
blown down and cattle destroyed.
_____
vlUe. Rt 2
U6*lia
getting home here; it usually takes certain extent what has been taken
throughout the Eastern empire
--------- | ■
tree had fallen. I went down stairs ---------- -------------- ' '
10.30, ‘‘My Father's Business;’ and
The havoc was indescribable.
NOTICE TO STOCK HOLDERS
USED shot guns and rides (or sale.
| not more than two hours—only 56 away from us. to the best of our
to look, as we live on the third
OF
| also guns bought for cash R E NUTT
at 7 p. m ., “The Sustaining Power I
.
& GUARANTY i SHOE STORE 436 Main St
116-118
tVslc- the Fiv-r-f
Onrreins’ I miles. On the way we saw houses. limited ability."
floor, and it was an awful sight. I MAINE MORTGAGE
' of Our Lives."'• this
first Sunday
How
Bananas
Grow
CORPORATION
EAST FRIENDSHIP
I trees and telephone poles destroyed j
LAYING
pullets
for
sale.
J.
O
THAN.>rable
counted 14 trees which went down
The stem or spike bearing ba- j evening service, since the summer | by the force of the gale and we
Harry Manser Justice S J. Court, up DER. Rockville St.. Rockport. 115*117
while
I
was
watching.
It
blew
the
nanas projects from the top of the recess,
on petition of Ollber: Harmon. ReUSED cars and trucks: '37 Pontiac
kept on tha road only by the I
Glen Lawrence, who recenty sold main stalk of the plant. When the
chimney down and I was afraid thc celver. dated the nineteenth day of 2-door 12). '37 Packard 4-door. '35
A meeting of the Congregational
September. 1938. lt was determined Chevrolet 4-door sedan. '35 Ford Coach
grace
of
God.
Our
car
careened
his farm, will make hls home ln his fruit is small the individual bananas Sanday School teachers will be
A JMxTlIlJlf e c
I r00‘ was 6o'n8 to blow off. the that upon the winding up ol -aid 32 Pon'lac coach. '36 V-8 Pick-up. '34
from side to side of the road. One Ana INOt lell Hair or btorm house shook <n Thp storm las-eel Matne Mortgage & Guaranty Corpora- Lw
native State. Michigan, where his point outward and somewhat down- h<?,d at the chapel prWay at , 15
B Chevrolet Cash terms or trade.
ncuse snook so. tne storm las.eu ,tlon holders of prefcrred stock are
place we drove fast under some low
ward from the spike, but as they
„
... _
\ *
relatives reside.
two hours and we were With- 1 entl led to be paid In lull before any HENRY K ALLEN, Tenants harbor
Story, Says a Rockland almost
115*117
grow larger the spike bends over
C W' T™ of Antrlm' N' wires only to see them come down
.
.
,.
. , , ,
payment to holders of common stock:
Miss Madeline Miller has employ from its own weight and the ba- H • win «“PP>y Sunday at both servUt lights, radio and telephone un- i and It being further determined that
CANARIES for sale, guaranteed sing
Woman
! the assets of said Corporation are In ers. many to choose from. Prices rea
ment for the winter in Melrose. nanas then point upward. Thus iC€-s at the Baptist Church. A short the minute we were past just like
till 1130 that night.
sufficient to pay holders of -aid pre- sonable. MRS. F. S. BEALE. 6 Cross
rome story.
lerred stock ln full; and that holders St . Camden.
Mass.
Clara
M.
Maker
bunches of bananas seen hanging business meeting will follow the
115*117
Writing from Southampton. Long
of bC’.h Class A and Class B common
"What
a
ride!
It
was
like
riding
182 Runneil street,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne, who in stores are usually upside down morning service.
stock are thereby forever barred from
GLENWOOD range, living room stove,
Island,
N
Y.,
whither
she
had
gone
on the edge of a crumbing cliff,
participation ln the dlstrlbutkwi of said wood stove, buffet, dining room table
Worcester, Mass.
have been substituting at a light in reference to their position on the
The Public Library is observing
funds; now therefore, ln compliance I three dining room chairs, two kitchen
with her daughter Adelaide and
with the terms of said decree, the un chairs, dressing case, couch bed for
house off Boothbay, returned home plant when removed, but right side its winter schedule of Tuesdays and never knowing just when it was
dersigned Gilbert Harmon. Receiver, sale. TEL 369-J or 13 Traverse St.
up in reference to their position on
going to plunge you down into de other members of the family. Mr;.
Sunday.
gives notice to all holders of preferred
115-117
the plant at an earlier stage of Saturdays, both afternoon and struction. Large signboards were Agnes Shepherd tells of beating the
stock of said Maine Mortgage & Guar
Alton Wallace has returned from their growth. When bananas are night.
HARD
coal
for
sale,
also
lumpy
Poanty
Corporation
to
file
thelr
stock
picked off the ground just like pa hurricane into Brooklyn by one hour.
certificates with said Receiver or other cahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard
Mrs. Inez Libby has been guest
hung up in markets to ripen the
the Veterans’ Hospital in Togus.
and
Junk
wood.
J.
B
PAULSEN.
Thom

wise
lay
claim
to
a
participation
ln
string is attached to what was the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al-I
ant^ ?l0^n across tbe roab *n She writes:
dividends to be distributed on or be aston. Tel. 62
110-tf
Mrs. Harold Smith and daughter
„„
.k«i.«»
I
,
___
_______
front,
m
back
of
us
all
the
time
wa
“
Adelaide
and
I,
with
her
chil■
fore
the
first
day
of
November.
A
D
| free end of the spike on the plant, j pheus Jones, Thomaston,
Carol of Rockland have been visit
1938. Certificates or other evidence
i and not to the end which was cut, j jjrs. Walter Feyler is visiting for expected one to hit us. Of course dren, David and Jan. left South- '
of stock ownership should be mailed i y»
ing Mr. and Mrs. William Havener. a. one unacquainted with the grow- a few d
to the undersigned Receiver at Camden, j |
wubert Mank.s there were not many of these but ampton Wednesday morning, to go j
Maine, on or before the date herein
«
,
to Brooklyn, nearly 100 miles from !
Mr. and Mrs. George Vannah and ing plants would naturally suppose, ,
when
you
are
driving
along
under
limited
Dated this twenty-seventh *
in Waldoboro.
♦
-------------------♦
day of September. 1938
son George of Somerville, Mass,
such conditions it seems as if the here. I was going to visit friends i
----------------------Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
GTLB ERT HARMON.
and Cushing, are guests at A. G
whole thing is going to hit you right there, and leave for home thc next
Receiver
Walter Scott Fond of Books
George Wiley were Mr. and Mrs.
MODERN rooms to let at 37 WILLOW
117-lt
FOR SALE
in the face.
Jameson's.
day. We rode about 40 miles when
ST
117*119
Sir Walter Scott was very fond of Preston Parlin of Jefferson, Mr.
“Imagine our surprise at seeing the rain and wind came with such
Mrs. Emily Page and sons of his books. He accumulated a col- antj Mrs. Alfred MacFarland of
DRY SLAB WOOD
THREE furnished rooms to let. heat
ed. gas stove, bath and garage at 136
Camden are about to move to the lection which filled shelves from Rockland, Harold Butler of Union the old home town in darkness ex force we could not see the length
I TALBOT AVE Rent reasonable. 115-tf
4 feet long, $2.00 cord
, ,,
,
_
cept for a few flashlights and of the car. I never saw it rain like
property which they recently bought floor to ceiling on four walls of his
CALL
THREE completely modern centrally
library. His greatest trouble, says
.
J
Sawdust
candles. National Guards were out it did. It was just like someone had Lumber
from Glen Lawrence.
located apartments to let Including
HAVENER’S ICE CO
the Boston Globe, was his friends j famlb'perpetual hot water supply, central
directing traffic with guns over the fire hose on us.
John V. Fenwick
heating plant, newly renovated. One
who liked books, too. Finally he i Weekend visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
TeL 792
their shoulders.
aP* furnished. Apply SIL6BY FLOW"To make a long story short we UNION ST^
CAMDEN, ME.
called in a carpenter to solve the Clifford Spear’s were, Mr. and Mrs.
SPRUCE HEAD
ObU
er SHOP. Tel. 318-W or 318-R. city
109*111 |
"The next day we were amazed at arrived in Brooklyn just one hour
_______ I________________________________ 11&-117
difficulty. Thereafter visitors to the '■ Chester Spear of Baldwin. L. I.,
the wreckage strewn up on our befores the hurricane broke there.
FIVE-room first floor tenement to
With the co-operation of the par library found a pile of neatly fin-1 and Mrs. Ralph Evans of Jamaica
let; lights, cellar, garage. $12. At 13
beaches and far up on the land. If we had turned and gone back,
ished blocks of wood, simulating ; piajn Mass
MAVERICK ST._________________ 115*117
ents, the pupils and teacher of the books. When a friend borrowed a
. ' .
. ,
Boats of all descriptions, yachts, when I suggested it. we would have
HOUSE on Fulton St., to let; bath;
Seal Harbor School in Spruce Head book from the Scott shelves, the The flrst and second degrees W€re
cellar: shed; $20 month, water paid.
yawl beats, fishing boats, even parts gone right into it. as we had Jus;
held a penny carnival at Com author of the Waverly novels would I worked Tuesday at Warren Grange
Tel. 1017-J or 313-M, HERBERT BAR
of houses were all thrown up there. passed the section where the hur
TER._____________________________ 101-tf
pick up a block of wood, set it in the on Miss Phyllis Perry and Charles
munity Hall Friday night. The at
Several of our summer resorts were ricane hit the hardest. We couldn't
TENEMENTS to let. large and small.
tractions included beano, floating vacant place on the shelf and tack Stimpson Jr.
Apply C. M. BLAKE, wallpaper store.
literally swept away. Very little is get any transportation except oy i
on
a
neat
card
inscribed
with
the
_______
662
Main St., city.
112-tf
island dancing, the spinning wheel
title of the book, name of borrower i
left of the beautiful mansions, the air and that let tne out, so I came ;
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. Incandy and pop corn tables. Th
qulre 12 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W. 111-tf
and date borrowed.
weekend shacks or the stores along back next day with Adelaide. We
proceeds of $18.81 will be used for
RADIO REPAIRING
Your message Is a com
UNFURNISHED and furnished apts.
these
beaches.
passed
a
lot
of
wreckage,
such
a
All makes serviced and recon
to let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST., Tel. 886-M.
school improvements. The promo
modity . . . whether you
_________________________________ 109-tf
"In questioning some of the peo sight! Large trees, wires, poles,
ditioned.
Costs of parts and
ters thank all who helped make the
Ancient English Marriage Law
seek a job, the recovery of
work estimated.
Tubes tested
THREE-room furnished apartment to
ple of these beaches who were living some houses, and everything flat.
carnival a success. Perry's Market
Several centuries ago, the eccle
let. 57 CRBSENT ST
108-tf
i ree of chargk-.
a lost article or a room to
there
at
the
time
of
the
catastrophe
Crews
everywhere
all
along
cleaning
MAINE MUSIC CO.
TWO rooms with bath to let. heat,
and Sadie Marcus for the gifts siastical courts of England prohibit
rent... a commodity to be
I find that there was no warning of up that cars might pass. It was as
lights, water; $5 week V. F. STUDLEY.
ed marriage not only between dis
Frank Winchenbach, Service
which they so kindly furnished.
marketed. Advertising is
283 Main St. Tel, 1154 or 330
108-tf
the awful thing about to happen. though woodsmen had been there
Dept.
3Th-tf
tantly related relatives by blood but
the
Inost
potent
force
in
MODERN apartment to let. OVER
also between relatives by affinity,
One woman was backing her car out and cut all the year large piles of
NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave.,
marketing and Classified
Collier’s Weekly reports. Thus, sis- i
Tel. 568-W.___________________ 107*109-tf
of her garage, which set about a wood from the trees that had Tallen,
Advertising
Ls
a
special
| ters-in-law and brothers-in-law were i
STORE, fully equipped with fixtures
WILLING WORKER
tenth of a mile from the high water leaving large holes. On the streets
also three room apartment ln rear—
as incapable of contracting mar
form of marketing con
toilet,
lights, water, shed and small
WANTS A JOB
mark,
and
by
the
time
she
got
it
here
and
all
along
our
way
the
sidei
FOR SALE
riage as natural brothers and sis- [
centrating on a directly
cellar, both completely furnished. Two
out the water had risen to above the walks were piled high with trees.
I am very anxious to secure
eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
ters, as were the children of hus- !
interested group of readers.
place for large or small business, at $6
work at once. Electrician, any
running board and still coming fast,
bands and wives by former mar
"Here at Adelaide's all the large i
week. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St..
Y'ou can call
work of a mechanical nature,
riages.
Tel. 1154 or 330
101-tf
she drove away without being able trees by the driveway fell; also most
driving car or truck, in fact any
$1000—$500 Down
LARGE pleasant room to let with
to
stop
for
her
bag
which
was
all
of
the
fruit
trees
and
cedars,
and
thing.
Could work for small
1 Miles from Main St. in Rockland
lavatory, bath on same floor. Centrally
wage if a bit of time werc avail
packed in her cottage a few steps chimneys came down.
located. Write "R.H.B." care The Cou
44 acres, good fields, pasture, and
rier-Gazette^
105-tf
able Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
away.
"All over Southampton ls the
wood. House, barn, shed, garage
DR. P. R. GREENLEAF
urday to allow present small job
FiVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
and henhouse. Equipped witli
“
Another
experience
was
of
a
fam

same
Large
trees
have
fallen
right
FULLER. 25 Linden St . Tel, 106-J. 105-tf
to be continued.
tools, and some furniture.
ily of four who had to ride on their on the houses, blocking their doors
Dentist
ROOMS to let Apply at MRS FLORA
For
a
Courier-Gazette
Ad-Taker
WILBUR W. STRONG
COLLINS. 15 Grove St.
105-tf
cottage roof for a quarter of a mile and there they lay. I could write
J. B. PAULSEN
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
MAIN ST„
THOMASTON, ME.
FOUR room apartment to let, aji
up
the
road
and
wait
for
the
water
a
year
and
never
half
tell
how
bad
Telephone
Thomaston
6$
TEL. 19-W
•
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
TEE. 20
•113&115&117 to recede, they were nearly frozen it is."
ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
85&87-Th-ll

Mrs. Nancy Rogers, who has bean
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Elmus
Morse, is now in Friendship.
A special meeting of the Pythian
Sisters will be held Friday at 7.30.
Mrs. Richard Dunn. Mrs. Wil
liam Hastings. Mrs. Walter Willey
and Mrs. E. G. Weston spent Tues
day in Waterville.
Mrs. Dora Benner ns now occupy
ing the French apartment at 70
Main street.

TROPICAL HURRICANE ECHOES

Was In Brookline

In Everybody’s Column

REAL ESTATE

: LOST AND FOUND
4 * * * * * *• * * - • ••* •

WANTED

Vivid Pen Picture

:

FOR SALE

:

I MISCELLANEOUS !

Could Write A Year

TO LET

For “ICE” Service

TOLEASYEESILTS

L. R. Brewster Farm

Phone 770

105-tt

Mrs. Fannie Carleton, who has
been for three months the guest
of Mrs. Ada Mills, returned Tues
day to her home in Wellesley, Mass.
Mrs. Emma Burton is now at Mrs.
Mills' home.

OCl ETY
SUMMER VISITORS

At the height of the summer
season there are many visitors in
Rockland and vicinity, and The
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
chronicle them. To this end will
you kindly send the names of
your guests to this ofllce, or noti
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
We will greatly appreciate it.
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Every-OtKer-Day

Mrs. Arthur B. Ricnardson and
daughter Margaret, who left Tnursuay for New York, learned that
there were no train connections for
New York, but after two days' stay
—as guests of Mrs. E. H. Wiswall in
Wellesley, they proceeded by train
to Westerly, R. I., making the re1 mainder of the journey by rail, ar
riving in New York Saturday. They
saw much wreckage on the way.
—
Miss Elizabeth lEvansky will go
Saturday on a two weeks' motor I
trip to New York and Norfolk, Va.

Mrs. W. A. Hastings, vice president, 411 represent the National!
Congress of Parents and Teachers
at the annual convention of the
Maine Congress which will be held
Oct. 4 and 5 at Eastland Hotel.
Portland. Mrs. Hastings Ls a former
president of the Wisconsin Con
gress of Parents and Teachers, and
has been in parent-teacher work for
mere than 20 years. Mrs. Hastings
holds B. A. and M. A. degrees from
'tiie University of Wisconsin, and is
a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cleathero
and son David of Taunton, Mass.,
are guests this week of Mrs. Cleathero’s aunt, Miss Annie Frost, Ma
sonic street.

Hie first fall meeting of Lady
Kncx Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, will be held
Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the
home of Miss Marion Weidman.
Rockport. The assisting hostesses
will be: Mrs. Beulah Allen, Mrs.
Euretta Annatoyne, Mrs. Ruth
Barnard and Miss Edith Bicknell.
Response to the roll call will be
"Cooking in Colonial Days, old
recipes or menus.”

Miss Amy W. Cabot and Miss
Lcuisa H. Putnam of Ogunquit and
Beacon Hill, Boston, were house
guests of Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Soule.
Tuesday.

(

Zero Hour Approaches
Our Unprecedented Store-Wide Value Giving Event Draws To
wards Its Close!

Miss Elizabeth Walker, who has
been a student at Bates College the
past two years, is attending
Houghton College in New York

‘blue coal’
A HODUCT Of AMERICAN LABOR

State.

SHARP PRICE REDUCTIONS!

i

On All Staple Merchandise—Parlor, Bedroom and Dining Room Suites, Bed
ding, Studio Couches, Chairs, Odd Pieces, Floor Coverings

• ‘blue coal’ is not a flashy fuel

that flares up

quickly only to

suddenly die down.‘blue coal’ is

a medium free-burning anthra
cite.

Miss Malissa Bostick has entered
j the freshman class at Gorham Nor
mal School.

It burns long, slowly and

completely with

little attention.

Order ‘blue coal’ from us today.

ROCKLAND FUEL CO., Phone 72
Tune In On “The Shadow” Every Sunday At 4.30 P. M., Station WCSH

’

The Monday Niters met this week
with Mrs. Lawrence Mills, Broad
way. Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
ChristelU Russell, Mrs. Gladys
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Britt, have
Murphy, Mrs. Susan Bowley, Mrs.
been on a weekend motor trip to Pearl Huntley. Mrs. Elizabeth Mills
Aroostook County, where they visi
and Mrs. Ellie Knowlton.
ted their son, Richard H. Britt. Jr.

NOTE—Special Never-to-be- equalled Values This Week on the New and Re
markably Efficient Florence Range Burners and Heaters

Eugene Frost is home from Bos
ton on a fortnight's vacation.

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

Mr. and |Mrs. (Ralph W. Sellers
and Arnold Erskine are visiting
their former Rockland home. Mr.
Sellers is attached to Race Point
Light.

313-329 MAIN STREET,

TENANT’S HARBOR

Mr. and Mrs. IH. A. Buffum. re- I
MRS. ADELAIDE L. PIPER
turning from Danzig, Germany,
will arrive in New York Saturday.
Mrs. Adelaide L. Piper. 84. died
Thc report that their denarture
was hastened by the war scare Sept. 21 after a short Illness, at her
proves incorrect. It was tlie time heme on Rankin street. She was
which had previously been set for
married Dec. 29, 1880, to David
returning to America.
Piper of Troy, where they made
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham was the their heme until coming to Rock
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. land several years ago. She was a
Frank Wheeler at Holiday Beach. member of Littlefield Memorial

Mrs. Edward C. Boody was hos
H. J. McClure has returned to
tess to Itooevik Club Tuesday at Criehaven. after recuperating from
her Crescent Beach cottage. A cov an operation at tlie Knox Hospital.
ered dish luncheon was served at 1 He was accompanned by his daugh
o'clock, the afternoon being devoted ter Gladys, who will remain for a
Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag. Miss Char
to needlework, before a blazing week.
,
lotte Buffum, Mrs. Corwin H. Olds
fireplace.
and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton have
Mrs. Carrie Erskine and daugh returned from a weekend motor trip
Winners Tuesday night at the
ter, Mrs. Ernest White of Allston, to Canada.
American Legion beano party werc:
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Charles
Special prizes, Muriel Simmons.
Wade, Waldo avenue. They will at
Mrs. Walter Wilson, who has
Margaret Anderson. Mary Barter,
tend Union Fair.
been
spending the past three
Grace Wheeler; regular prizes. Irma
months
at her former home in this
Upham. Percy Dinsmore. Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Flint city, has returned to Dorchester,
Gregory. Alden Ulmer. Molly Berry.
Sylvia Snowman. Nettie Packard, and Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes Mass.
Melzine McCaslin, Martha Moore, dined at Green Gables, Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Earle C. Perry and
C. V. Lowell, Jennie Pietroski. Ruth Saturday night, dt being the 25th
daughter Earleen. who have been
wedding
anniversary
of
the
latter
Brackett, Earl Simmons, Maynard
spending the summer at the M B
Simmons, Margaret White, Cath couple.
Perry cottage at Holiday Beach
erine Kendrick. Etta Simmons.
have returned to their home on
Annie Wade Hattie Brown. Fannie
Christmas Sewing Club met Rankin street.
Holbr«ok. Nina Marshall. Ada Rob Tuesday with Mrs. Donald Karl at
erts, Lois Nash. Ethel Watson, Mar Megunticook Lake for picnic dinner
Mr an(J Mrs j^.
have
garet Atkins, Olive Staples. Mary and sewing. During Wednesday s
two weeks with Mr.
Barter and Olive Walker. The Le gale, a large cherry tree crashed ftnd
charles w proctor in
gion isupper Saturday night has
a wjndow at the Karl cotHyannis, Mass.
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore as chairman. (age thg dining table stopping its
” fall. No serious damage was done.
Major Talbot Aldrich went to
-------Boston, called by business. Mrs.
Mrs. Nellie Dow and daughter Aldrich and her sister. Mrs. Carl
Miss Mildred Dow have been spend- de Laittre, of Minneapolis. Minn.,
ing a few days at their cottage at, who was her guest, went Monday
by motor to Meredith, N. H , to visit
Crawford's Lake.
their mother for the week.

School and College

Church.

She b survived by a brother, Al
vin Arnold; a son, Frank M. Piper;
a granddaughter, Virginia Piper,
and several nieces and nephews.
Rev. C. A. Marstaller was offi
ciating clergyman at the funeral
services held Saturday at Burpee
Funeral home. Bearers were W. T.
Duncan. Otis R Ltwis. Frank Greg
ory and Clarence Dorman. Inter
ment was in Achorn cemetery.
WINSLOW-HODGKINS

Mr. and Mrs. David Hodgkins an
nounce the marriage of their
daughter Miss Faye C. Hodgkins to
Cecil P Winslow of South Portland.
Thc ceremony took place in Con
way. N. H , Sept. 19. Mrs. Winslow,
who is employed as an operator at
the local telephone office, attended
Rcckland High School and Bridg
ton Academy, and graduated from
Ricker Classical Institute.
Mr.
Winslow is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Oeorge Winslow of Owl's Head, and
is employed in Portland, where the
happy couple will make their resi
dence in the near future. Both are
popular members of the younger
set. and have the best wishes and
Carl Mosher and family, Mrs. Ar congratulations of their many
thur W. Hall and Mrs. Raymond
friends.
Sprowi were guests Sunday of Mr
and Mrs. Maurice Hall in DoverLAUGHING IN THE RAIN
|For The Courier-Gazette I
Foxcroft.

Senter Crane uMnpRjj

DRESSES

Upon this rainy October day.

to Lincolnville Wednesday and Milk cart and truck men hall one
dined at Beach Inn. Those in the
another—
Call out a laugh on the rain-soaked
party were Mrs. Charles H. Morey.
day;
Mrs Harold Karl. Mrs. Albert Aver Looks like we ll have a Ibad apell of
weather."
ill. Miss Mabel Pillsbury, Miss Ruby "Naw.” said thc other, 'twill clear, I'd
say."
Thorndike of IRockport and Mrs
K. S. F.
Rockland
Fred A. Carter.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

CERTIFIED DRESS LENGTHS

and it's good as gold for all ages. The brim snaps
down orflips back. The crown is out after altitude,

E
v

$J95

SALE OF “EMPIRE STATE”

Watch this "Playgirl” pull in the plaudits of all

smart America! It's the most exciting version yet
that Stetson has done of their famous classic ...

badger brush................................................. ..

$coo

$1Q95

"PLAYGIRL"

&

Mrs. Bertha Maxwell is visiting
her aunt in Bath.
Myrtle Taylor has employment
Good-byes are being said in many for the winter in New York.
Knox County households these days
Mrs. Nannie Wheeler who has
as boys and girls hie away for the
various educational Institutions. bcen 111, is slowly improving.
The Courier-Oazette presents as
Puritan Rebekah Lodge served a
complete a list as could be obtained
at this time, and hopes that addi supper Thursday for the Odd Fel
tions will be made.
lows. Knox Lodge. Rockland worked
the first degrep. grand master being
University of Maine—Clarence present. Tlie Rebekahs eleete.1 as
Peterson, Frederick Perry, Donald officers last (Thursday night: Noble
Marriner, Ruth Gregory, Betty Mc
Alary, Eleanor Look, Barbara Orff. grand. Ella Davis; vice grand. MaNORTH HOPE
Meredith Dondis. Donald Saunders, rion Morris; recording secretary.
John Blethen, Jr., Gordon Thomp Mary Monaghan; financial secreMrs. A. I. Perry had as recent
son, Richard Thomas, Edward Ladd
I tary. Margaret Reid; treasurer,
Colby College—Hester
Hatch.
callers Mrs. Florence Brown of Nor
Ruth Thomas. Gordon Richardson, Jcsie Conary; trustees, Phoebe ridgewock. Mrs. Emma Bryant. Miss
Donna deRochemont, Charles Em Kerswell, Eva Torrey and Fred May Quinn. Miss Kathleen Brown
ery, Jr., James East.
Smalley. Private installation will and Robert Rowe of Camden. Mrs.
Bates College — DorLs
Bor be held Oct. 13.
Brawn is a maternal aunt of Mrs.
gerson, Dorothy Frost, Marion Lud
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid went Perry yand is making a short visit
wick, James Pellicane, Edwin Ed
wards, Sam Glover.
Sunday to New Hampshire, called with Mrs Bryant and Miss Quinn In
Dartmouth College—-J. William1 by the sudden death of Mrs. Reid’s Camden.
Anderson. South Thomaston.
brother who was killed in the hur
Mrs. Barbara Perry and children
Johns Hopkins University—Rob
ricane on his way home from work. were callers Monday at Mrs. Valorus
ert Allen.
Mrs. Alvah Harris and Mrs. Alli Edgecomb's and Mrs. Alton Pease's.
Stanton Preparatory Academy—
Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor of
son Morris motored Sunday to At
John Huke.
Belfast and Mrs. Ada Hastings of
tleboro, Mass.
Gorham Normal School—Laroy
Rev. and Mrs. N. J. Smith and Searsmont were recent visitors at
Brown, Mary Dodge. Mazie Joy.
Mrs A. I. Perry's.
young daughter who have been va
Malissa Bostick.
cationing in New Britain. Conn.,
Farmington Normal
SchoolNancy Snow, Barbara Derry, Flor and Chicago, are expected to re
ence Johnson.
turn home this week. Rev. Mr.
Tufts Dental College—Bernard Smith will occupy the pulpit Sun
Thompson.
day which •will be Rally Day. It is j
Columbia University — Gardner hoped that there will be a' large
Brown. Lawrence Crane.
congregation present to greet thc j
Columbia University College of
Physicians and Surgeons—Freeman pastor and a suggestion Ls made,
F. Brown, Jr.
that each adult and child invite
Gates Business College, Augusta another to attend church and Sun
—Margaret Davenport.
day School. During Rev. Mr
Westbrook Junior College—Made
Smith's absence. Rev. Perley Millet
line Philbrick, Alice Baum.
Bowdoin College—Richard Elling pastor emeritus of the local church,
369 Main St. Rockland
ccnducted services.
wood.
Nasson Junior College—Barbara
TTie orchestra of Rockland |
And see the beauti
Griffin.
Townsend Club No. 1 under direc
Ballard Business School—Virginia tion of Mrs. Emma Harvey played
ful new lines of Fall
Haskell. Vallie McLaughlin.
Dresses,
Coats, Sweat
Northeastern University — Ralph Monday night at the local Towns
end Club session. The meeting was
ers, Skirts and other ac
Rawley.
Haughton School. New York- largely attended and a lunch was
cessories.
Elizabeth Walker.
served iby thc club.
Bryant and Stratton Business
“Style Without
College—Frances Hatch, Albert LevMrs. Abbie Leach
Extravagance”
enseler.
Kent's Hill—Harvey Crowley.
Funeral services were held Sat
Massachusetts Institute of Tech urday at Davis chapel in Thomas- j
nology—Edward Hellier.
ton for Abbie, widow of Rev. Albert
Lowell (Mass.) Textile School— Leach, formerly of Vassalboro, who (
Charles Merritt, Cobb Peterson.
died at the home of her stepson Dr.
In the Newest Styles
Wheaton (Ill.) College—Charles
C H. Leach’ifter an Illness of seven
Ellis, Richard Snow.
and Materials
Oak Grove Seminary—Priscilla weeks, during which she was ten
Lovejoy.
derly cared for by Doctor and Mrs.
Massachusetts School of Optome Leach.
try—David Hodgkins Jr.
After the death of her husband
St. Joseph's College, Hartford, 16 year ago. Mrs. Leach's only son
Conn.—Bar'ara O'Neill.
Ernest made a home for her. His
death occurred four years ago, and
at that time, she came to this town ;
® ' to make her home with her step-1
Wilson and his wife. She never fully ’
recovered from her great loss, but■
her Christian life enabled her t > |
bear sorrow with fortitude. She i

INC.

The Home Chambers motored A

©

was known to many as “Aunt
Abbie."
Mrs. Leach is survived by two
stepsons. Dr. C. H. Leach of this
place and William E. Leach of
Wccdfords; a step-granddaughter,
Miss Margaret B Heald of Matta
pan, Mass., and many nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends.
The bearers were Arthur Taylor,
Henry Lamson, Frank C. Heald and
William E. Leach. Interment was
in the family lot at West Rockport.

Cutler’s

the dodging of numerous falling
chtldre„ gay clad_
trees. It was a trip they Will never . Women arrayed in the brilliant fad
Of gaudy otl-aklns and umbrellas high.
forget.
i
(
| take flowers turned <*.o rain-drenched

but so cleverly molded it's becoming to most
everyone. Of Stetson s fine felt in tantalizing
new colors . . . trimmed with cord and

TELEPHONE 980

Visit...

Mr. and (Mrs. Arthur Van Dyke
of 48 Crescent street. Whitinsville.
Mass., announce the engagement of
their daughter Bertha, to Francis
W. Jackson, son of Lendon C. Jackson of 14 Camden street, Rockland.
---------My easement window ls bespattered
No date has been set for the wed
In the thick of the recent tropi- wkh ^nn^^n dmpa^^tterpatter
ding.
vines.
cal hurricane were Mr. and Mrs. '
□ ] It seems lust like October time.
Henry E. Edwards and their grand
daughter Miss Nancy Weeks whom | ChUd«n^a«j^g.^lw^d bent,
they were taking to Wellesley Col- I
tent
lege. Skill and good luck attended
^^inV^rder15 to* their eissV

Stetson's New Classic..

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE SURPRISE HIT
OF THIS SEASON!
All-Star! All-Fun! All-Romance!

No need to wait while they are
being

are

measured. They

all

ready rut to just (he right lengths
you need.

COATS
Gorgeous Fur Collars
Sport Coats in
Swaggers and Fitted
Modes
Priced from

$9.95 to $65.00

GORGEOUS FABRICS

$5.00 to $8.50

PICK YOURS NOW

WriZM''

Archer’s Crepe Chiffons

Empire State
“WHITE SEAL”
Dress Lengths
3 to 5 Yards

SPECIAL

1 .98
the
length

If bought by the yard would be
$3.00 the length

define daintiness in both

style and texture. Yet

NO MEASURINGNO WAITING

they are durable and ring

NO CUTTING—NO SAMPLES

less. They are a tribute to

feminine charm and shad
ed in the latest hues.

Sin9le»25°to«4°«

Double‘350 to’5

AIR CONDITIONED
COFFEE SHOPPE* RESTAURANT* COCKTAIL ROOM

Conveniently located at NORTH. STATION • Direct Entrance Boston & Maine R.R.

Acetates Rough Crepes
Canton Crepes

Pure Dye Silks
Sport Weaves

Taffetas
Fancy Weaves

Matelasse

Tub and Shower Bath-Sarvidor-Radio-Electric
Tickleti Clocki-Circulating Ice Water in every Room.

500 ROOMS with Bath

Silks

and the Latest Surface Weave:
Fred Hull and family of Hyannis,
Mass., are on a vacation visit at Mr.
Hull's former home in this city.
Their residence on Cape Cod (was in
the heart of thc recent tropical hur
ricane and tidal wave. Mr. Hull says
that between Hyannis and Bourne
nearly 1200 houses were wrecked.

A Splendid Assortment of Plain
and Printrd Materials to

THh

JANET GAYNOR
Robt MONTGOMERY
FRANCHOT TONE
THREE LOVES

HAS NANCY
GOT

CLAIRE REGINALD

KIBBEE DODD OWEN
This is one of the MOVIE QUIZ
$250,000.00 CONTEST PICTURES

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WM. BOYD, Windy

NOW PLAYING
“MOTHER CAREY'S
CHICKENS"
with
KUBY KEEI.F.R, ANN SHIRLEY

“IN OLD MEXICO”
TODAY
JEAN HARLOW

in
“SARATOGA”

PIECE

REGARDLESS OF YARDAGE

$2oo
Some in values to
$7.95

Wear Now and Later

SOLD ONLY ,BY TIIF.

Friday-Saturday
50
FALL DRESSES

Rockland

Tel. 893

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.311
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 29, 1938

Page Eight

With the Extension Agents

tin. Warren. 3d; Carolyn Hart, Ap
pleton, 3d; Jennie Edgecomb, Ap
pleton. 3d; Sylvia Heald. West
Rockport, 3d; Mildred Tolman.
West Rockport. 3d; Charlene Heald,
lins. West Rockport, 2d; Madeline
West Rockport. 3d; Elaine Risteen,
Haskell. Warren. 2d.
George's River Road. 3d.
Canning—Junior
Sewing—Young Farmer
Ruth Norwood. Union, 1st; Bar
Ida Harjula. George's River Road,
bara Barrett. Hope. 2d; Mabel Rob
2nd.
bins. Burkettville. 2d; Thelma Lin
• « »»
scott. Burkettville. 2d; Gladys
Yesterday Record Day
Mitchell. Union. 3d; Agnes Day.
Wednesday not only lived up to
Union. 3d; Gladys Curtis, Burkettville. 3d; Virginia Fish. Appleton, its reputation of being the fair's
3d
big day,” but was enabled to chalk

FAIR EXTENDED ONE DAY
(Continued from Page One)

— And The —

They Came!
They Saw!

rush to cover when the storm
broke, and when it became only too
evident that there would be no more
races or pulling events the patrons
gifts. A Christmas box of sugges
Ag iculture
left the fair grounds and the mid
tions will be at the meeting.
Farm Bureau membership reports
Thie meeting will also be held in way took on the dismal appearance
from communities of Knox-Lincoln Edgecomb. Oct 7 at the town hall.
that is always associated with a
county Indicate a good start towards
Square Meals for Health reports , rainsoaked fair ground,
the 800 goal set by the Executive
Committee last fall. Several mem will be judged Oct. 3 in the county ! Only two heats were trotted. KilChirk Raising—Junior
. up a new attendance record of
bers have been obtained in White- office by Miss Ruth Cluff. of the larney. a Presque Isle gelding took
Central
Maine
Power
Co.;
Miss
Lu'
ning
dash
in
2
.22
class,
Eleanor Hunt, Union. 1st; Charles nearly 20.000.
field and Rockland.
cinda Rich, county club agent; and !
, _ ,
. _
’ „ .
;
• • • •
Mrs. Walter Butler, county foods andCalumet Bassett scored from| Hunt. union 2d; Howard Hawes. It might also have been called
Frank Piper of Rockland recently
behind in the second race, com Union. 3d
"Wiley Day." because of the fine
project leader.
installed a cement septic tank.
in connection with
,
,
„ ,
demonstration given in honor of
pleting a daily double payoff of
• • • •
Cooking and Housekeeping-Senior Qeorgp R WUey
Warren whQ hfts
4-H Club Notes
$54 70.
Dipping vegetables in wax will be
Annette Haskell. Warren. 1st; been a prominent figure in the oxThe Happy Homemakers of Aina,
The summaries:
demonstrated Oct. 7 at Boothbay
Alma Annis, Simonton. 2d; Doris pulling contests for half a century.
whose
leader
is
Bernal
Jewett,
is
Grange hall at 10.30 a. m.. toy
First Race
Felker, Friendship. 2d: Phyllis Just after his team had won first
County Agent Wentworth. Several the first club to finish 100'", at
Stevens. Friendship. 2d; Dorothy prize in the class over six feet,
demonstrations will be held dur local contest which was held Sept. Killarney.
ing the year to determine the value 24 at the leaders home Members
(McKenney).
$7 60 $4.80 $3 50 Beverage. Hope. 2d; Madeline Has- five inches and under six feet, eight
of this method of preserving vege- !°f ^is club are; Rundlette Palmer. Direct L. (O'Brien),
$2.90 $2.80 j keli Wairen, 2d; Edna Ranta. Inches he was called to the center
taj,]es
I Ralph Damon. John Damon. Harry
j Georges River Rd. 2d; Irene Doe. of the large throng and heard
• • > .
[Kierstead. James Dodge, and Calvin The Great Peter
(Reed).
$3.30 j Friendship. 3d; Pauline True. President Clarence Leonard inI Cheney This club has completed
A. D. Nutting, forestry specialist „
. - ... „„
11UU. v.v.iv
O..V
Also started. Ruby Ann. Sunfire, j Hope.
Pauline Young. Warren, troduce Attorney General Franz U
torn Orono. .Ill bo In .Bo oonno -.»»«•"J",'.hl ' ,”h,i
Oct^^nd 5 to asstot County Agent'tional “al of achie''eme"tandthls Frank E.. Phyllisdale. Twilight Dale. M. Helen Johnson. George's River Burkett.. In an appropriate and
Wentworth in home grounds work. year wll‘ receive tneir
s
Josedale, Gold and Ark^Sar-Ben.! road 3d: Arabelle Mllley. South felicitous speech Mr. Burkett pre
A demonstration will be given TuesMembers of the Junior Sunshine Time 2.13%.
I Liberty. 3d; Celia Wall. Tenant's sented Wiley with an easy chair.
day morning at Mrs. Frank Ross'
The Warren farmer's life has been
Harbor. 3d.
heme in Owl s Head and in the aft- Club and Ayrshire Dairy Club both :
Second Race
too busy for much easy chair stuff,
ernoon at Mrs. Robert Nutt's home, iof Simonton s Corner, met at the
Cooking and Housekeeping—Junior
1. See 59 Stores Within a Store Filled With New Fall
but when he does sit down for a
West Rockport Woodlots of Rob- home of the leaders. Miss Alma An- Calumet Bassett
Blythe Cullinan. Burkettville. 1st; night in the future it will most cerert Chapman. Nobleboro. and T. N.
ancl Cecil Annis. Monday night.
(Rouillard),
$5 40 $3.10 $2.50
Merchandise.
Aver. Jr.. Aina, will be measured for supper and the local contest Jean the Great
Madeline Hatch. Hope. 2d; Thelma tainly be in that chair, and he will
d
! Miss Lucinda Rich, club agent, was
2. Visit Freese’s Third Floor of Fashions, the Fifth
(Crossman).
$3.70 $2.70 Brownell. Hope 2d; Viola Brownell. live over again his many triumphs
I present and also Miss Nutt of West
in the pulling are on the Union Fair
$3.10
At the Farm Bureau annual meet- Lockport, teacher in Simonton's Bellona iSargent),
Avenue of Maine.
Hope. 2d; Verna Norwood. Hope. 2d: grounds. His first appearance there
Also started. Alice Oakwood and
ing. Community Building. Rockland, j corner.
....
3. See the Millinery and Shoe Exposit:on Windows on
Lois Nichols. Hope. 2d; Ruth Nor was in 1880. when as a boy of 11
Oct. 26. George Findlen, a potato
Thf gtic.Tu.It Ws- CIub and Perry Hanover. Time 2.15%.
wood. Hope. 2d; Evelyn Hopkins. he entered a pair of three-year old
Main Street.
grower frem Aroostook County, will (hf> Mpdomak Maine.iax
club
Results ot the different classes
Vinal Haven. 2d; Eleanor Hunt. steers
give a meat cutting demonstration.
Qf North Waldoboro_ held their were:
4.
See the House and Garden Magazine’s “Merchan
Union. 2d; Phyllis Lucas. Union, 2d:
A hog will be used for this purpose. 4-H local contest. Sept. 22 at the
Results in the pulling matches
Calf class, with boy drivers:
Mr. Findlen will also act as song Feylers corner school hQuse wlth
dise of Merit” Home Furnishings Displays.
Hazel Day, Union. 2d; Grace Grin- yesterday were:
Dwight Cummings of Union, first
leader.
....
an audience of 45 Miss Lucinda
nell. Burkettville. 2d; Evelyn Annis
Two-year-old class: Richard LinRich, club agent. A. D. Gray, super- 70 feet 4 inches; John O Bowman Simonton. 2d; Rachel Annis, Sim- SCott of Washington, first, 590 feet,
NOTE: Freese’s believes that you should buy all you
The annual meeting of the Knox- jntendent of schools. and Richard of Jefferson, second. 7 feet 4 inches;
Lincoln County Farm Bureau Will oerrj. agricultural teacher in the Henry Cunningham of Jefferson, onton, 2d; Bertha Millay. South g inches. Stephen Simmons of
can
in your home town, hut Freese’s can supply you with
Liberty. 2d; Mary Farris. Warren. Damariscotta, second. 220 feet. 10
be held Oct. 26 at the Community Waldoboro High School were pres- third.
everything else.
2d; Elizabeth Kenniston. Warren inches; Ralph Newell of Appleton.
Building. Rockland.
ent. a program of music, club
Yearling steers: Elmer Jones of
• • * *
stories, talks from visitors and the
2d: Mary Ludwig. Warren. 2d; Elea third. 221 feet. 11 inches; Sam Trus
With The Hemes
leaders proved interesting Philip Washington, first. 367 feet 6 inches; nor Nelson. George's River Rd. 2d; sell of Dresden, fourth, 142 feet. 11
A slip cover training class will be Lee is leader of the boys' club tnd James Grinnell of Washington. sec- Dorothy Johnson. George's River inches.
held todayat the Edgecomb town Mrs. Lula Miller, leader of the girls' ond. 538feet 9 inches;Stephen
Road. 2d: Marjorie Wiggin. South
Over six feet five inches and unhall at9 a. m.. for homemanage- club. Plans are already being made Simmonsof Damariscotta,
third,
ment leaders. Miss Edna M. Cobb, for a bigger year in club work next 243 feet; Dwight Cummings, 140 Thomaston. 3d: Joan Baum. South der six feet eight: Oeorge L. Wiley
Thomaston 3d: Virginia Hart of Warren, first. 161 feet five inches;
heme management specialist, will year.
feet 8 inches.
Probably the Largest Store in the U. S. A. for a city of less than 30,000
attend with the home demonstra
Seven Tree Grange of Union won Hope. 3d; Anna Hart. Hope . 3d; Stephen Simmons, second 127 feet 9
Seven Tree G ng
phviiis Baird hodc 3d- Mab“l Her- inches; Roy Grinnell of Washingtion agent. Community leaders St. Helena Discovery of
first
prize
for
Grange
display,
secPhyllis
Baird.
Hope
3d.
Mabel
Her
Kennedv
who will be present are: Aina, Mrs
A Portuguese Navigator ond award went to Hope Grange rick. Hope 3d: Bertha Pearse. Hope ton-third' 125 fwt- Melvln Kennedy
Alice Gregoire; Boothbay. Mrs.
of Union, fourth. 127 feet 11 inches.
Mellie Goodale and Mrs. Jennie
St. Helena was discovered by the and third to Megunticook Grange 3d: Dorothy Baird. Hope. 3d; Ruth
Bull class: A. C. Thomas of MontStover; Sheepscot. Mrs. Stella Doe; Portuguese navigator Joao de Nova
Richardson. Hope. 3d; Shirley
camden.
wah. Harry Dillon and .Billy Tne
ville. first. 264 feet 11 inches; Henry
Edgecomb. Mts. William Brown,: on a voyage home from India. He
Wentworth. Hope, 3d: Bernice
Kid. Time, 2.11%.
Cunningham of Jefferson, second, i
North Edgecomb. Mrs. Rena Dodge
sighted it on the feast day of St.
• • • •
Orinnell. Burkettville 3d: Madolyn
Each group of two will work on a Helena, mother of the Roman Em
96
feet:
E.
L.
Hunt
of
Union,
third
'
Eighth Race, 2.13 Race
The 4-H Clubs
Hawes Union. 3rd; Evelyn King 63 feet 9 inches.
chair to be covered. At the train peror Constantine, and named it for
Walter
Brown.
ing class the leaders will take her. That was in May. 1502. The ; County Agent R C Wentworth's East Union. 3rd; Jennie Edgecomb
It was also a big day for the[ (Jordan).
$3.70 $290 out
measurements, estimate amount of Portuguese made no effort at col
Appleton.
3d;
Dorothy
Simmons
Hillcrest Riding Academy of Rock Harry Van (Bond),
material needed and cut and pin onization. Yet there was one invol-, features wear a smile of broad di
$3.50 out
Warren. 3d: Ethel Wotton. Warrer. land which gave an exhibition with i
captain PHILIP EGNER, A.S.C.A.P.
and fit a pattern from unbleached
out
untary Portuguese colonist, a sort mensions as visitors to the Exhibi 3d; Ann Norwood. Warren. 3rd: Alii Barbara Hutchins. 12. daughter of Star Volo (Gilman),
cotton or grain bags for their chair
Also started. Lady Locket. Time,
The seams will be marked, trimmed of Robinson Crusoe, relates Fred tion Hall pass the 4-H exhibit and Lampinen. Warren. 3d; Sylvia Kor- Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston as mar•On, Brave Old Army Team!
erick
J.
Haskin
in
the
Washington
1
2.12.
and pieces notched if time permits
say the nice things that it properly pinen. St. George. 3d:
shal. The exhibitors were Russell
Star.
Two other training classes will be
Ninth Race. 2.17 Trot
A Portuguese soldier, Fernando evokes The future men and wom- Cooking and Housekeeping-Young Connon. Ethel Connon. Isabel Kirkheld with the home demonstration
Lopez, deserted at Goa. renounced en of Knox County have done a
Farmfr
| Patrick. Virginia Snow. Bernard Calumet Bassett.
agent. Rockland Farm Bureau Hall
Nelson. Robert Ulmer and Nelson ■ (Rouillard).
Sept. 30, at 9 a. m. Leaders at Christianity and joined the Paynim. fine stunt this season Follows a
$2 30 230 out
tending: Rockland. Mrs Alice Wyl He was surrendered to the Portu list of the awards in this depart-1 Ida Harjula. George's River Rd. Waters
Jean,
the
Great,
1st.
lie; Rockport. Mrs. Lizzie Smith; guese by the Indians on condition ment:
William Burgess of Warren. R J.
(Crossman),
$3.40 out
Tenant's Harbor. Mrs. Daisy Davis; that he be spared. Albuquerque
Gushee
of Appleton and Hiram Bellona (Sargent),
Bean-Senior
SweetCorn-Junior
out
did
spare
his
life,
but
be
did
not
South Thomaston. Mrs Lillian
Charles Hunt. Union. 1st; Howard 'FibbetU of Palermo exhibited brood
Also started. Alice Oakwood. Time
Racklifl; East Union. Mrs. Lura think the terms of the surrender
J.- Y"™ .”°bbSHawes. Union. 2d; Edward Young mares wlth
Norwood; and Camden, Mrs. Nellie would be violated if he cut off his
2 13right hand, his ears, his nose, and roy Hunt. Union. 2nd; Maurice Union. 3d
Greenlaw.
«...
Tenth Race, 2.22 Trot and Pace
Nobleboro. at the church vestry the thumb of his left hand. Then Wentworth, Hope. 3rd.
Out in the paddock a large and
Oct. 4 at 9 a m. Leaders attend he took him aboard for the home
Dairy—Junior
Sunfire,
Bean—Junior
j excited throng was picking its favo
ing: Bristol. Mrs. Mary Weeks; ward voyage and marooned him on
(Fitzgerald),
$17 40 $4.30 $4.60
Frank Burgess, Union.
Damariscotta. Mrs. Isabel Williams. St. Helena, which was totally un
rites and the total of its wagers was I Direct L. (O'Brien),
Frederick
Brownell.
Hope,
1st;
,
$2 80 $2 80
Nobleboro. Mrs. Doris Buchan; inhabited. This was in 1513.
Garden—Senior
513.539. The daily double brought | The Great Peter. (Reed). ..
$6.10
Orff's Corner. Mrs. Catherine Lud
Lopez dug himself a cave with William True. Hope. 2nd; Esther
Walter Annis. Simonton 1st: $26 70. the combination being Billy I Also started, Josedale Goid, Frank
wig; Mrs. Margaret Hutchins. Wal what remained of his left hand and Norwood. Hope. 2nd; Audrey Grasdoboro; Mrs. Irene Puffer and Mrs
managed to live. The^ale became sow. Hope . 2nd; Frank Burgess. Vinal Hardy. Hope. 2nd; Warren and Star Valo. The summary:
E. Killarney, Fhvlisdaie and Twi
Norris Waltz. Damariscotta, will al known and ships stopping for water Union. 2nd; Hartley Beverage. Ulmer . South Thomaston. 2nd
light Dale. Time. 2.15%.
First
Race,
2.17
Pace
so attend.
and wood for their galleys would Hope. 3d: David Hardy. Hope. 3d; Earl Upham, South Hope. 3rd
• • • •
leave food for him. He never ap
Billy (Bond),
$11.30 $3.70 $2.40
Garden—Junior
A leader meeting on Fish Cookery peared himself because, having Willis Reed. Hope. 3d; Dana Her
I Dick Hal iJordam.
$2.80 $2.20
Today's Starter,
will be held today at the Bristol been a proud soldier, he was rick. Hope. 3d; Elroy Beverage,
Vernard Merrifield. Hope. 1st; Liberty Todd (Courchesne). $2.40
Classified Race
church vestry. Mrs. Irene Puffer ashamed of his deformities. When Hope. 3d; Earl Norwood, Hope. 3d; Donald Pushaw. Simonton. 2d; Ed
Also started. Sandy F., Harry Dil
and Mrs. Viola M. Lucier, Damaris ships returned they found the food George Kennedy. Jr., Union. 3d;
First, Fourth, Seventh
ward Young, Union. 3d.
lon. Mr. Counter, Billy the Kid.
cotta. will conduct the meeting.
had always been taken and they Burton Kennedy.
Union.
3d:
Whitefield Farm Bureau will hold continued the practice. At length
Josedale
Counterpart,
Henley
Etawah
and
Calumet
Bon

Pig—Senior
a meeting on this same subject, he showed himself in his old age Charles Hunt. Union. 3rd; Edward
nie. Time. 2.11'i.
Couchesne,
14 2
James Curtis, Jr.. South Liberty.
Oct 4 at the Grange hall. Mrs
and asked to be taken home so he Young, Union, 3d.
Second Race, 2.13 Pace
Calumet El Reno. Atherns, 2 10 9
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1st.
Canning—Senior
members will prepare dinner under be forgiven his sins by the Holy
3 2 6
Star Volo (Gilman), $4 90 $4.10 $3.20 Trump, Meader,
Potato
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Harry Van (Bond).
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chesne),
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thousands this battlecry has inspired ture of the Spanish-American War
Nobleboro, Oct. 6. at the church Regulation Promulgated by the Commissioner of Agriculture Under 1st; Arlene Nelson, George's River Dick Hal (Jordan),
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West Point’s football warriors for became bandmaster of the 17th
$2.20
vestry, with Mrs. Doris Buchan in
Authority of Section 16 of Chapter 43 of the Revised Statutes
Klata Direct. Patterson.
1 6 nearly three decades to do or die U. S. Infantry band, spent three
Road.
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Mr.
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and Chapter 45 of the Public Laws of 1935
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it was written first on the cuff of instructor in New York and vicin
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vised Statutes of 1930. I hereby designate the following districts as being
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4 5 Captain Philip Egner, one of Amer ity. and also conducted theatre
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numbers. An intimate of the late called to West Point Here he com
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County—Detroit. Pittsfield, Canaan. Skowhegan. Norridgewock. SmithJohn Philip Sousa and of Edwin posed most of the music tradition
Frances Rhodes, Union. 1st; Harry Van (Bond),
Third.
Sixth.
Ninth
field.
Mercer.
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St.
Albans,
Hartland,
Cornville,
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Agent meetings will be held on
Franko Goldman, his musical career ally associated with the military
Madison. Anson. Ripley. Harmony. Cambridge. Athens. Solon. Embden. Marie Winchenbaugh. Friendship,
1 7 8 covers more than half a century of academy.
Also started. Lady Locket and Carioca, Butler.
Selection of Clothing next week in New Portland or any of the following towns in Piscataquis County—ParkOne of his chief enthusiasms is
2nd; Gertrude Lampinen. Warren, Dolly Azoff. Time, 2.10%.
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Clarabelle, Jordan.
2 10 10 notable associations.
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A native of New York City, born his membership in the American
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New Jersey at three. At six he friend Victor Herbert for the pro
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(Rouillard).
$3.30 $2.70 $2.20 Pal G Mine. Brisbin.
had become a child prodigy on the tection of musical copyrights Eg
West Rockport, 2d; Celia Wall. Ten
3
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North Edgecomb. Oct 6. at the
ner is one of the more than one
"Any person growing corn of any kind or other vegetation subject to
violin At ten he played in public
$8 40 $2.60 Pagan. Meader,
school house with Mrs. Rose Moore infestation by the European corn borer, shall, not later than November ant's Harbor, 2d; Miriam Greenleaf, Bellona (Sargent).
thousand American creators ol
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and at sixteen—master of eight in
music in this Society
and Mrs. Rena Dodge on the dinner first in ihe year in which said corn or other vegetation is grown, plow Vinal Haven. 3d; Elizabeth Hopkins, Jean The Great (Crossman), $2.60 Lucky Miss, Rouillard,
8 8 2
struments—he became coneertmeisRetired from active service in
committee.
Also started, Alice Oakwood and Senatress Worthy, Yeaton. 9 11 7
the land on which said corn or other vegetation was grown in a manner Vinal Haven. 3d; Annette Haskell,
ter of a twenty-seven piece orches
1934, he devotes his time chiefly
Boothbay, Oct. 7, at the Grange which shall be satisfactory to the said commissioner of agriculture or his
tra
in
Atlantic
City
—
a
few
months
Perry Hanover. Time, 2.12%.
to band instrumentation and to
Sis, Carpenter,
10 6 6
hall. Mrs. Susie Lewis and Mrs duly authorized agents, or shall pull up said stubble and destroy it by Warren, 3d; Madeline Haskell, War
later, its leader.
his hobby of wood turning He has
11 1 5
Nettie Campbell will serve the burning. Any person who uses corn stalks as fodder and who stores ren, 3d; Phyllis Perry, Warren, 3d; Sixth Rare, 2.22, Trot and Pace Jura, Brisbin.
His 'cello playing impressed Theo a completely equipped carpentry
square meal for health County them for that purpose shall feed or destroy all such corn stalks not later Marjorie Turner. South Liberty. 3d. Sunfire (Fitzger
dore Thomas who placed Egner in shop in his New Jersey home But
Classified Race
Agent. Wentworth will give a dem than the tenth day of April in the year following that in which the said
his symphony orchestra. Other or the retired Army Captain and com
ald.)
$10.10 $5.30 $3.80
Sewing—Junior
chestral posts were with Walter poser, if he whistles while he works,
onstration of waxing vegetables for corn shall have been grown.
Eighth, Tenth
Sec. 17. Penalty. Whoever violates any quarantine regulations es
$14.10 $6.90
Damrosch and at the Metropolitan
storage at this meeting. At all of
Evelyn Wotton. Warren, 1st; Phylisdale (Jordan),
Ampere, Tweedie,
1 5, Opera House under Anton Seidl. whistles in terms of brasses, wood
these meetings points in buying tablished by the commissioner of agriculture under section fifteen and
The Great Peter (Reed,)
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winds and drums—and perhaps an
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Howard,
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Betty
June Volo. Gleason.
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Here he shared his music stand other great American march may
of ready-made dresses will be dis whoever neglects or refuses to comply with the requirements of section
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started.
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Josedale
With Victor Herbert, who was even be born in a New Jersey workshop.
Haven. 2d; Hazel
Dock Volo, H. Clukey,
3 4
cuss'd. Materials and selection for sixteen shall be punished by a fine of not less than ten dollars, nor more Brown, Vinal
different types will be taken up and than fifty dollars. Municipal courts and trial justices shall have original Nutt.. West Rockport 2d' Arlene Gold- Direct L- Ruby A”n' Frank Miss Dodge, Jordan,
4 2I
the women will take different gar Jurisdiction concurrent with the superior court of actions brought for Keller. West Rockport. 2d; Emma E„ and Twilight Dale. Time 2.15%. Irish McGuire, Giggey.
5 3 Nigger Toes, potatoes 2d; parsnips.
WE BUY
ments to be used for this discussion. the recovery of penalties imposed by this chapter and of prosecutions Priest. South Liberty. 2d; Doris
Seventh Race, 2.17 Pare
for
violations
hereof."
Alvan
Guy,
Grossman.
6
6 1st; Golden Delicious squash. 2d;
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Thc above regulation shall become effective September 28. 1936. and is Chaples. Port Clyde, 2d; Carolyn j Billy (Bond),
• » • •
$3 00 $2.30 $2.20
Green Delicious squash. 3d; pie
Christmas suggestions will be a hereby adopted and I have today signed the same with my hand and
AND SILVER
Alley. Vinal Haven. 3d; Astrid Dick Hal (Jordan),
$2.30 $2.40
The premiums awarded the Rock pumpkins, 1st; Varrots, 1st; table
meeting held in Sheepscot. Oct 5 affixed the Seal of the Department of Agriculture.
Clarence
E. Daniels
Rosen. Vinal Haven 3d; Elizabeth sandy F. (Day).
$3 00 land City Farm for vegetables at beets. 1st; cantaloupes 3d; toma
at the Grange hall. Women will
F. P. WASHBURN.
JEWELER
cut patterns of different things Augusta. Maine.
Kenniston,
Warren.
3d;
Jeannette
Also
started,
Mr.
Counter,
liberty
Union
Fair
were:
Rural
Russett
po

toes (red), 2nd; tomatoes (green),
Commissioner of Agriculture, State of Mane.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
which may be used for Christmas September 20, 1933
Overtook, Warren, 3d; Faye Mar- Todd, Calumet Bonnie, Henley Eta- tatoes, 1st; Katahdin potatoes, 2nd; 2d; biggest pumpkin or squash, 2d.
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They Were Delighted!

LAST WEEK HUNDREDS CAME TO

SEE FREESE’S

Glamorous “Autumn Leaves” Display

Freese’s Fall Opening
AS PER YEAR 1938

Come To Bangor This Week

Lots To See And Do At Freese’s
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